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Acid Comedown & John Olsen’s Five Bells
(for Cait)

Call it topographic, eyeball to eyeball with invisible
fidget wheels, the whole blueprint in acid-dissolve.

Intelligence reports arrive from remote space colonies
dot-dash-dot on tree-branch telegraph wires,

meteorites and pool hall metaphysics. Calculating 
backspin with celluloid tape-measure, ancient shark-

brain x-ray machine, whistles and bells – 
the whole synaptic opera drowned in ice-cream vendor

jingle-ology. The count’s too close to call. Crossing 
the upturned bridge on grinning Luna Park 

commuter shuttle: a cast of salaried extras –
white teeth on cobalt blue – laughter in the fallout.

A lost method of the infinite shell game: circles, 
triangles, reels of night-constellation tickertape. 

We wait out under the giant fig trees with tin can
and twine, relaying messages received long after 

the transmission died. Slow-motion videos of a city 
in mid-construct – Wandjina Man drunk under a wall, 

dreaming of blond missionary ancestor spirits 
turned to coruscated glass and steel. Rain spirals darkly, 
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each grey drop like a map of endless underground 
parking lots, waiting for the cold to set in.

Out there, the harbour lies on its side like a broken
all-mod-cons kitchen sink – dawn is a revolving light

in a pawnshop window, a blues saxophone, 
the mute reflection of a mannequin in a five dollar suit.
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After Russell Drysdale’s Snake Bay at Night  
& Deuteronomy
(for Julian Croft)

If southward means to descend – the low arc of meridianed suns
darkening the horizon – occasionally memory creeps in,
like an irrational return to a point we started from. Place names.
A face in the light. The law handed down. A boat, a promontory. 
Further out, there’s an island with an old whaling station
decaying in the wind. A mad dog stalks the relics of shipwrecks, 
the unmarked graves of aborigines murdered by an experiment.

Along the mainland, pylons mass under expanding cloud-forms,
columns of steam and salt risen from the great montage,
totemesque, speaking in tongues. something indeed made this, 
it had a creator – some demon of history like a mind gone astray 
in the night, mad with visions of sexual punishment. No other
landmark intrudes to mar the scene’s uniformity. We for our part
sleep content. The annals speak of seasonal change metaphorically.
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Methadone Blue

Crossing the sandbar, late blue echoes of night
heron, unreal, the mangrove island, the estuary
stilled in the lull of the tide. Mooring lights
in the sky. There’s a point where the river
turns back on itself like the crook of an arm.
We stand out watching the prawn fishermen dangle
their mock moons, the black swelling vein
of water cutting us slowly off from the other side.
Then wade up onto the squat island, a shot-up
sign warns of dog traps in the undergrowth.
Locals sometimes talked of a black dog, grown 
to man-size hunting bullsharks, though 
never seen – only mauled shark fins washed-up
along the shore, marking its territory.
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After Donald Friend’s The Outrigger (1974)

Windjamming between the reefs – a boy in a canoe
you lie beside in your mind, knotted blue hair,
loincloth undone as he turns about and rides you,
white shemale posed on all-fours, a four-posted
thatch hut and postcard figures cut out to form 
a watching backdrop, static as Balinese theatre. 
The ribbed canoe flexes against the breakers’ 
coercive uniformity; a snapshot makes the outfall
aesthetic. His mother, he says, was orphaned
by Dutch colonists. Brownskinned. For another 
five bucks he’ll let you suck him off afterwards.
Through a chink in the wall you see the dogs 
stalking the periphery – remedial demons, rust-
pelted, scavenging for morsels of proof that things
are indeed as they seem. The ceaseless grovel 
of the waves. On the wall, a gaudily illustrated map 
shows the route to paradise – but who can say 
if what lies there isn’t cursed? The outrigger 
turning back to shore, sun low in its arc, flash 
of an oar. Each stroke, down-thrust, a purification. 
But to stand in the light and not in the shadow 
is no guarantee against the infinite evasions of glib
post-coital sentimentality. Was anything stolen?
Can you provide a description? The outrigger, 
dragged up onto the beach among crab burrowings,
seaweed, brine – all the surrounding amorous 
real estate pegged with for sale signs. Or you alone 
are the island on which you walk, compass-eyed, 
seeing only the X that marks the lost co-ordinate. 
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Light Gradually Descends on the  
Obsolescence Curve
(for John Kinsella)

Light gradually descends on the obsolescence curve, picturesque
as a statistical report slated for a whitewash. our camera 
has captured for you a few aspects: night-time tracking shots 
in a dockside container yard. the shipping lanes, hemmed-in. 
old trans-Pacific news. Seduced by the progress achieved 
in the domination of nature, the mass-acculturated cockstand, 
the sweating surveillance eye… Same times found us in the same 
places, living and acting otherwise. Somewhere a lost decade is 
mumbling through a telephone. Now we are dark tunnels and
stairways underground, spent icons of roadless outcountry, 
quandong fluctuations – pre-recorded Arnhem dawns above 
stratospheres of cyclical downturn. What’s known. What isn’t.
A Darlinghurst Gaugin sketching portraits for a hit, the hungry 
spoon, the Buddha face-down on a floor of broken eggshells
and Petri-dish insomnias. Give your vote to evolution.
Cruising through endless TV vistas looking for the big clue 
to what’s going down. Northbound: the great convict ziggurats, 
orbital night-signals lighting up and sometimes obscuring a sky 
empty of response. Indian smoke-signals on Mars. Stun-guns
and UFO chorus-girl routines. Climbed to the top of the Bridge
to throw a spanner in the works, arguing with gravity.
It’s all happening out there on Retrovision. Yesterday only.
Zenga zenga, space junk, the absolute finito – next time pull up
your knees and try to be a door. testing the inhibitory reflex, 
a grey verbal sludge of language smeared as upon a windscreen.
Warhol squeegee gangs hustling the intersections – Dogs in Space
mapping the escape route via welfare cheque deposit slip. 
Time to get serious, the life of the body you’ve failed to cultivate, 
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the body you were born in and not some strap-on placebo. 
Another monument to the lowest common dollar. Did you get
your free measure and quote? A portrait “in absentia” –
things that want life and may be kept… Like dental floss. Rain, 
impinging upon sleeplessness and windows one after another.
Someone closes the door and re-arranges the furniture –
smells of cooking fat, ash, a stomach-like enclosure you belong
like an ulcer in. The future never looked rosier. Select replay.
In just fifteen minutes, you too can be all you were cracked-up to be.
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Patrick White as a Headland

Something vast is being suggested, 
shapes barely visible in the 
pre-dawn – a faint line of smoke 
from a chimney – or a headland 
                                        bearing down at the sea
                                        like an ego, jutting into it,
describes the laborious theosis
of a body at the end of a 
grappling hook – to bleed if necessary
to ascend – and the seasurge beating at the shore, 
                                        thick turbulent 
yellow water – and the dark crab-eyes
looking into it, long after 
there’s anything left to see.
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Juvenilia

Standing in line with haircut to join the
Air Corps circa ’89 – failing which, 
a George St boarding house
(firetrap w/ kindling for stairs),
shoesole counter-dinner, chips, tomato sauce. 
Squadron Leader says lost cause, 
gulping schooners & ducksoup 
saxophone mindwash – psychiatrist not
liking the green cut of yr silhouette?
Great art’s all very well, son, 
but it’s details that count.
Old guy on telephone sobbing with drink.
Berlin on the radio, Cold War fizzle,
Rocky Horror midnight cinema freaks.
Y’d cut yr balls off, wldn’t you, 
for the good of the nation?
The man with the bitter pill behind
the fishmarkets, four a.m. –
swallow this & see if you can’t stomach it.
Where’s home? What’s leaving for?
Flying bomber-formation
through Chinatown, kicking up dust, 
butts, used cocksucks – the future 
sure looks bright from here.
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Crowsong, Swanston Street

Once were cinema. Putting the dead to rights.
              Tired wing-flex 
                           or diagram. But the season
had only just begun. Up in the air for three days.

There is no veiled power. Red brick.
              Clay & twig. 
                           Wreathing the posts. The night
they kicked the winning goal for the wrong side.

Things die 
              of stupidity, often –
                           become pictures. The fire 
in the throat, a windcarved stone craw.

It might’ve been a national calamity. 
              The final whistle
                           authoring its own fable. 
But the first to speak hesitated, to say nothing.
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Charles Blackman, Everything Changed (1957)

There were thresholds of immensity. Waking 
under the ringbarked tree, dead rabbit and
sand slithering up from a creek bed. Thin air
materialises in hands. Sky a cupboard door,
pale silvery with teapots, milk-white.
Everywhere the manically repetitive windows 
of the soul. Dear Alice, last night I dreamt of
poetry or some other menial labour.
At least TV is painless, acts of desertion 
from the near-but-far? Climbing under the table
(there was suddenly a table, with legs like
detached tenderness) to arrange the debris
into a passable symmetry. Our lost
specimen days, bits of the enquiring mind,
a dictionary of obsolete word-ends.
Somehow you were leaving, running away
before gravity sickness or the opposite of relief.
Though alarms and traps had been set,
the error was only realised after it was too late.
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Night Future Music, Alamein

The little blotting-paper Kontiki 
across the South Seas. Avenues and
dark woods, naked on a scaffold.

You go down into the mad telephone,
piano wires, a candle-in-the-window look.

Each vengeance demands 
a room of its own – plotting the downfall
of the tinfoil architrave, the soured milk,
the besotted mannequin in its monkey suit.

The bells of St Clemens bleat. The heads 
of philosophers greying in their sleep.

Three lines to go – another needle in the eye,
nodding-off to the scratched record
of pigeons on windowsills.
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Aboriginal Boxer, Fitzroy

We make each other bleed – eight rounds 
and not a dry mouth in the house.
For all their talk, may as well stick yr
fingers through yr throat.
Riding the Smith St tram – the bloke opposite
wants to know are you Greek.
Hector-Achilles, those fakes. 
Bro, you see these scars? 
That’s two hundred years lying on the ropes. 
Troy was a joke. I’ll take on anyone.
A cop with insatiable Hecuba-look
giving lesser mortals an eyeball hard-on.
Y’d want to make it a fair fight,
but the bets are fixed. Ted Whiting took
six bullets in the face and lived.
That wasn’t luck, that was cunning.
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St Kilda Beach

The day the UFO stopped below the esplanade,
they interrupted the war for an ad break.

Cautious, deliberate, they offered vinegar
for nourishment. The sky was angst-brown.

A John Brack portrait with vivisected eyes
drinking up the muddy substance. 

To make a blind evocation: a vision!
The dip of the earth, the turbulent wire trees.

All part of the sacramental fake – 
sculpting sand dunes from cigarette butts,

the enclosed passions of a beer glass,
props and poses. The five o’clock tram. Aliens

along the tide-line making camera faces.
They were raffling tickets for the return ride.
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Brunswick Street Nocturne
(for Bill Moussoulis)

Gamblers and parrots in polyvinyl acetate.
Heads on blocks. The film runs backwards
from the dénouement, a profile en face
like a filled-in Rorschach blot coming closer.

The street’s all hard encroachments,
things ricochet, blur, united in the eye-mind’s
sentimental violence. A glass of 
poured rag water while we watch. 

The word scission, for example, making
conversation the air you breathe.
Owning the future for a hundred bucks, it should
be raining but isn’t, the re-take’s a wrecked

weather machine. Continuity
was last week’s insomnia, today it’s erotomania:
how to keep an audience satisfied.
Crowding the door with hands out for a refund.

The autocue has the gamblers reaching
for their guns, but the parrots are unflappable.
You shoot anyway, the man in the street
drops dead, the moon powers-down. It’s a wrap.
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Six Parts for a Requiem
down the slimy rope    into the impossible  
                                                – j.s. harry

1. introit & kyrie
Whatever the hour was has been erased.
But the glue-faces and diesel-eyes remain & divination would be
possible, but none is indicated. 
                                                      The inner film had stuck:
finely sifted static falling on devotional 
painted plaster objects – a thin
thread of light, hardened and cracked,
                    immersed in the scenario itself.
The frame assumes 
a deliberate position, squared-off against 
its own reflection.
                           Items and gestures crowd around in 
           dull, under-contrasted colours
                                              steadily evaporating.

2. offertorium
Autumn, doused with petrol in a rooming house.
Zeroville. Mounds of yellow brown red leaves
composting and surreally combusting. 
Try to imagine a region that, previously remote, 
has become inaccessible, far off in a child’s neurosis
of entrapment and repetition. A figure in a box
in a white mask, asking what you want to know,
why you want to see, to listen, fixed in the centre 
of a paralytic doubtfulness. The late-night TV news 
still finds ways of haunting you – nature’s ape, or a
dog at its shadow, caught in the act of  stalking away 
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like a guilty conscience. Their inadequacy exists 
as if only for the purpose of rectifying a scene 
with a  blank space left in the middle of it. 

3. sanctus
Dreamt-of far off future life: fleshless video drones 
burning out the pickup connections. Weirder-than-fiction
glowboys in pornographic radiation stunts, fire off
mushroom-headed dildos on the big cinesound screen. 

Believe what you can’t see? Industry will get you anything. 
Prospecting the glaciers of mars Colony, lunar realestate 
junked on dirty money. A retrospective note on the 
classification of public documents: taranaki, tadje, marcoo… 

Night burials of thirty or forty thousand years ago, 
plugged into a soundtrack of alien peril. With inhuman 
patience they’re shovelling the remains into plastic bags,
popcorn buckets, supersized – steal one get one free.

the patriotic theme song goes out from station to station 
hunting the geiger counter where history begins.

4. agnus dei
The details have been 
passed over
or were filtered and buried. burning the mind’s internal
passport – siberia was never
as far as it seemed
           in 1950s Cold War jazz, lulled 
by sales pitch jell-o box treason trial
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and latter-day pacific ocean quietism… in this place, no one
ever leaves. knowing it
we had always failed in our politics.

5. libera me
The long childhood’s ended. a ’68 Kingswood
cruising the inner-west: moratorium wallpaper 

with flightless birds in a recession of identikit 
jungle gyms, pinups of Jane Fonda in Hanoi, 

Thorazine and deadeyed photostats of whoever 
you’ve been. Spending the last nights of 

Czechoslovakia in a distance under rain: 
it was year zero of the universal machine, 

ground to a halt on the wrong side of The Wall, 
drowning in the milk of human kindness.

The years to come, learning to replant the killing 
fields – tending roots under newsprint –

the stars over Nui Dat, falling in an orange 
distance. You never chose this, it happened.

6. in paradisum
Psychic energies wear out the physical disguise… 
Santa Restituta! To be consumed and survive, 
to become the one true monomyth, immaculate 
as primetime realism. 
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                                       Or the world 
was never more than it appeared to be – 
a hand in the dark switching the lines: 
                                                                   Showtime! 
The razzle-dazzle cortège gropes its way 
through midnight burial sites, floodlights and 
Paradiso chorus line… A routine 
settling of accounts so practiced 
you don’t even notice how the dead return, 
                                      blackening the stage scenery.
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Even the Most Concluded Journey
(for Robert Adamson)

In winter a heavy fog used to hang over the cesspools 
along the abattoir road – the run-off 

still warm from each morning’s kill, its thick scent 
filling the valley. More than observance of routine 

we knew the seasonal transactions. Lent. Passover. 
The mythical beast with two books… Parables

of implication or blamelessness, raised on the fat 
of the land, like the dogma of a well-fed public body 

and the mind in the body. Blood mingling 
with an approximation of lost kinship –

all the received grace of an unsentimental
bureaucratic God, whose love is a meatworks’ gross

efficiency. A whited hulk, an idol carved by
withering force. When they shut it down we mourned.

Wind jangling the rusted hooks – gutters 
run cold – the dragged chains of ghostly hatchetmen.

Our ritual comes full-circle. But even the most 
concluded journey remains a fragment. Years pass,

entering by a gap in the perimeter fence
to pay obeisance, dispel childish superstition, 
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admonish the austere architectural vision. 
An alter-piece with junk and weeds. 

What could it have known that we mustn’t? 
The task at hand, the irreconcilable opposites, some 

vastly tendentious joke born of a moment’s irritation –
or nothing more than a desire to be elsewhere?
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The Creation of Antarctic Light
All is desolation and hard in the durest  
                                          – Douglas Mawson

Something lies prone or sleeping or they’re 
looking up at you floating in the sky.
Its remoteness is unreal. Character actors 
in vast parlours resting on antique chairs… 

These distinctions were clues: 
tattooed hands deaf-signing – an atom clock’s 
glassed-in ear – crow-feet and alien plumage 
like a hung trophy. Was certainty

the art of being broken against our will…? 
Or a slough of dead skin riddled with 
isotopes, half-spent? The lithium afterglow

of dissolving glaciers makes moonlight
on the flooded console, surrounded by a night
into which all the great rivers flow.
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Utzon
I got much more from some charts of the sea I obtained  
in Copenhagen – from these I could measure the distances  
and form a judgement of heights  
                                               – Jørn Utzon

1. 
Concrete primal naked forms / 
cranes 

stooping 
over the quays

theme 
& variation

the harbour’s in-
curve describing 

contrast / in 
scaffolded light 

2. 
… c.1970 le repos 
du modèle (vivisection of 
the nude, industrial

sub-
cutaneous geometries
proliferate 
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towards in-
completion) sur cette 
verge terrestre

the immovable sphinx 
absorbed 
in its own enigma

3. 
“A sail surmounts the steep slope
of this
     white profile”
(lit from behind, 
the incongruous body had to be
arranged pictorially – 
investigation of depth
study of volumes, measures – 
a radial (system) of convex
          and cylindrical surfaces …)

4. 
Withdrawn beneath its shell – the sea
enormous and delicate as a soprano  

shaped by invisible weight – 
the sculptured folds of a body 

performing in the mind’s eye, 
or an eyelid mid-beat 

& dark iris looking out 
through rain on discoloured wave-forms
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5. 
Against the sky its reflection becomes overcast:
ambivalence in lieu of the arduous labour,
detached from “natural history.” Its veils,
mockingly fatalistic as the ever-arched backs 
of endlessly repeating question marks. 
Scrutinised at a distance this wave-motioned
ballet mécanique resembles a process
                    in differing stages of term-
ination – casting the delayed substance as
literally rigor mortic
in the ever-conscientious gaze of on-lookers…
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Notes for a Prospectus (after Francis Webb)
(for Dave Egan)

Half-blind in a lifeboat – the eye’s inland sea, theodolite & map –
a shotgun barrel, the dark clockface a desert surrounds.
And laughed inwardly: the time of appeasement has passed,
scapegoating a rusty 40 gallon drum, bulletholes, bridal gowns.

A shotgun barrel, a dark clockface surrounded by nothing –
the bored hole, identical on the underside to a small tooth 
or toothlike projection – a line that exceeds the plane, the plane
within the line – the severe, emphatic point, overly-designed.

Working the borehole under ultimatum, crossed-lines, the X
of an image, of He-who-owns & He-who-must-be-obeyed.
Seeds of dolomite sewn into a black seam, to reap 
a crop of stones. Furnace, silo, ploughshare, harrow.

The image of He-who-owns & He-who-must-be-obeyed –
maddened by outlands, thirsty for altitude, spirit-level, 
thorn bursting into rain, compass-dark & needle-eyed –
a one-eyed demon measuring its own ceremony.

Maddened by outlands thirsty for a locked room:
the huge beast of sleep captivates its prey –
its dream swarms over the plain, turning the scenery
salt-pale. In a place without access road. Mind geodesics.

The huge beast of sleep captivates its prey – a mirage
shimmering off dunes of rusted steel, heterodyne.
Blood alcohol & sulphur-crested cockatoos flocking under
sky grey-red from scrub fires half a continent away.
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Dunes of rusted steel in full glare beating down.
The storm eye gathers red soil Old-Testament-like –
tearing up lakebeds, whole Palestines – the great 
paralytic God belching in a cumulus of bloodlust.

The storm gathers red soil Old-Testament-like – a thousand
miles from any sea. The crow’s shibboleth, the unrehearsed 
property rites – digging a hole into which all the arrangements
can be upended & buried, facing the dark parentheses.
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Pictor Ignotus
(for David Malouf)

The conception is everything – grown
     from a hostile mind like a city state
in a hot wilderness. Its curve and arc.
     Two men in the beginning performed
a simple act – welding two girders
     together, then a third: a whole complex
of space, Uffizi-garish – little
     Medicis volumising over it…

The procession of rooms – the glopping
     monitors’ hum and buzz. Some primitive
Giotto’s Last Supper – jungle-eyed,
     a caged figure mewling at its captors,
hook, tail, breast-mound and rude totemic line
     (“tantôt libre, tantôt rechercher”) –
the miraculous Daughter of Fishes,
     fleshlipped, nightblue, shriving the horse-mackerel.

“Still glides the stream and shall forever glide.”
     Five thousand miles of platitude and not
one pale god to be seen. Nolan’s Burke, dead-
     eyed like some homicidal idiot,
stands sentry at the tomb of the unknown
     artist – bark and red ochre, yellow,
white, a pair of sticks tied with possum gut
     to steer through subterranean weather.
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Whoever said that art doesn’t conform
     to fact? A polaroid nude, the eye’s un-
bridled rut blacking-out a big money
     sunset, navy yards and warm chardonnay.
Or an artefact shaped from the stolen 
     inner lives of appearances. These things
like maps of impending extinction, that
     procure such insurance against themselves.
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1989

Sick of being governed by what’s withheld – 
             the machines were right, they taught us
                         to be stupid like them and not suffer. The rest
was easy, lulled by dreamless TV eyes – 
             it was The End of the World and The Attack 
                          of the Monsters from the Postal News…
Re-living the horror of each moment-
             to-moment of the Mass Mind – 
                          grey monitors where weird shapes move 
and have their being, awaiting only 
             the signal to turn upon their masters?
                          Driving the Pacific Highway,
coal trucks and rain blowing flat off the sea.
             Dim lights of container ships anchored offshore – 
                          refinery stacks, bridgeheads against Time’s
undertow – aware of a certain disjointedness
             but unable to assert the reason why. 
                          Low at heel in city-limit roadside motels, 
each with its own story to undo you by –
             black lists, ephedrine, red peril. 
                          Dreamt of The Bomb under basement stairs, 
counting down from childhood to the non-event. 
             Twenty Eight Famous Unsolved Murders!
                          Clocking-in late for the return run –
the weighing station, the packing house. 
             You cross a deserted picket-line 
                          to the zone where permissions are re-made – 
eyes grown heavy in the darkness once again 
                                                                       surrounding them.
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Realism. Four Preludes 
The only realism in art is of the imagination. 
It is only thus that the work escapes  
plagiarism after nature and becomes a creation.  
                             – William Carlos Williams

I. Every convention is also a technique

1. 
sleepless thirty days: 
place names loom up 

and disappear. Apparitions
of grain bins erupting 

in dull conflagration – 
slaughter yards – the urine-

coloured eyes of dead 
sheep leering from 

irrigation ditches. We
slug it out on the roadside

for hours just to keep 
the disagreement alive.

Each blow describes 
the beginning of a story 

told from its end: weighted
with its own nihilistic poetry. 
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2. 
Sometimes drank until you were numb. 
Or sat there among sleepless 

dust motes like a phoney Buddha
high on ephedrine and mantra. 

Seeking direction from 
X to Y in the absence of any 

recognisable landmark, 
varying the dosage (degrees of relation 

between what is and is not prescribed 
according to the logic of adversity).

Then turning north into sunsets 
redolent with odalisque figures – 

naked silos posed against fields 
of yellow-flowered rape … 

We are back where we began:
the flatness of a perspective scene 

recedes against 
a merely conventional horizon, 

Blaxland and Lawson-esque, 
appearing inverted on the other side – 

as if to rectify 
a wrong way of seeing.
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3. 
Where to now? riding in 
on the last breeze and hard up. 

A hundred pages on 
through plotless outcountry

we arrive again at the 
flat edge of pacific breakers 

in slow dissolve to urban 
nostalgia, moral undertow 

and nameless affect … 
Or backwashed in reverse cycle 

as prodigal sons gone south 
and no forwarding address. 

We could’ve been the children 
of Whitlam and Coca Cola,

jetlagged, having lost track of 
history or currency denominations.

4. 
Nothing to be gained here. 
Before, after. Cash for scrap. 

Another 4:00 a.m. stupor
vomiting the dregs of last night’s 
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mental arithmetic. Dreams of a 
recurring decimal 

that stretches out cross-continent 
without ever giving you a clue

to its reason for being there.
A punchline without a joke.

Dead-of-night towns on the 
overland route. Miles gape,

evoke silent interlocutors
on the nod towards unfolding 

catastrophe. A deus ex machina 
lurches carbon-arced 

out of bearing cases ground down 
on the long haul from Mount Isa 

to Broken Hill, dry-retched into 
cataracts of bulldust. Spent fuel 

lingering like cheap cloying perfume.
Cutting the black interstate line 

to haul eastwards across 
salt flats ridged by narrow 

horizontal bands: on one side high
dunes littered with coarse vegetation 
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which when slightly decomposed 
has a brown earthy appearance.

5. 
Daybreak under barbiturate cloud-
patterns. Ahead, the sky sends down 

a dragline, describing a vertical front 
ranged from on-high to the grey 

volume of easterly pressure systems. 
a mirror, held up to art: to reflect, 

is not to change. Traversing unfamiliar 
regions of cross-sectional debris

our projections fly straight back at us – 
bypassed on the long straight road, 

thinking the scene ironic or insincere? 
A procedure, to establish 

first principles. Landscape with face 
and hands turning on a dial. 

An ambiguous terrain, its objectivity 
is a thing of the mind, una cosa mentale.
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II. A monument to something history plagiarised

“Dark revolving in silent activity.” Proximity 
edges forward, an isolated and discarded 
thing. strange shapes bred from this 
forsaken wilderness – wheels of coal trains, 
shunting of freight cars, loading the giant 

conveyor belts. Long peninsulas jut against 
sky blacked-out of nocturnal cartography, 
awaiting castration. Rockdrill totems, 
paleoflora. Each stroke of the brush
of the hammer of the pen, to force the hand 

against petrified inner space. Drastic 
as the maternal body’s death cycles and
purification. Hate becomes an efficient engine
scraping away at the coruscated vision,
made edgeless and in time the reasonable

ordination of events. Not to balk 
from consigning what needs to scrap (“ends 
accomplished turn to means”). And with these 
precautions, set out again westwards to 
clear a path through the broken-headed tracts.

          this obelisque erected in / macquarie 
          place / a.d. 1818 / to record that 
          all / public roads / leading 
          to the interior / of the colony / are 
          measured from it
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III. The effect of travelling in distant places

1. 
Attention cones, outward from
light source and seasonal photographs

take motion in their grasp.
The prodigal’s irrational return

through disorderly striations and
eerily neutral background noise:

the sound of an airport, of a
house collapsing, of a bridge

in rain. Perhaps some alien
brain there waiting to smother us.

Sunsets wrecking the blanked-
out cellophane happiness. 

After the nightsea crossing – 
retracing, step by un-

countable step, the sinewed track 
(“irruminated meat”). 

Autumn leaves and excrement,
like haunting reciprocations.

the sick man groans, 
dragging his sack of instruments 
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on into the immeasurable – 
beckoned by its fool’s glimmer … 

2. 
Balshazzar’s ghost, draining
into grey, too slow and too final,

and what’s written there – 
some strange irregularity of man

blazoned in the sky’s zero. 
The dance around the Golden Calf – 

a common instinct towards religion 
in monetaried vehemence. 

in each outcrop, a hieroglyph
of Dionysian ecstasy, sloughed off 

from the eye that beholds it. 
Its morbid death-watch begins. 

perhaps we are waiting 
to be told that man is not born free 

or good, but is only the backwards 
description of what he underestimates.
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3. 
The eye, too, is a product 
of history. Contemplating 

desiccation and evitable
lines of regress, water to salt.

Clumps of skeleton weed 
standing alone in the midst 

of alchemical counter-proofs
miming ecology. The vast

signatura rerum crossed-out 
by seams of alkaline.

A noise like machined-
grist hammering a borehole

and brackish effluent spat out. 
What it feeds does not equal 

that tract of uncultivated land, 
sketched into the background

piero della francesca-like 
as a scaffold on which 

a foreground hangs. Being 
so much dreck and signage. 
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4. 
Dry wind undresses ground 
naked under heat-tremor. 

Buckled sheets of plate glass. 
Irregular emissions fill the air,

mimeographed in reflex cutaneously
programmed. A very present

physics of the senses stripped-out
of genital wilderness, lymphatics 

and distort-teratology. The end-stop
lying there and coming apart

into a gap that knowingly desires us.
As red ground, cut across with blue 

in post-Ketamine let-down, emanates 
from cracks in the opaque residue. 

IV. Reprise

Not at all as you had pictured it – 
out on the broken edge 

“liquid mountains float in the air” …
Outcropping from thorn bush, 

slates of bloodstone placed there 
according to the laws of chance – 
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the idea, the motive, immured in its 
vault like a fossil awaiting excavation. 

We reached the next turning point 
and came to a standstill: 

from centre dead up against periphery
(no things but in relations). The old 

illusion of inward left bare 
in the first false dawn. A bridge to the 

promised land in perpetual 
strip-tease slung above the 100,000 

expiring light bulbs of luna p rk. 
Undressing the blacked-out scar of 

decommissioned navy yards, dry 
docks … Our hungers for elsewhere 

were free to enlarge, conscripted 
to the Big Idea – not by ballot but by 

lottery – free too from the necessity 
to prove anything. In the shadow 

of America everything was neon, 
sex and no come-down. 

A plush hollywood blonde 
all glass and electric switches 
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radiating from a single point 
like a finial on a skyscraper. 

It rises up from the compendium 
that constitutes its centre: 

an ever-exploding movement 
watched over again on replay 

and then reversed, jump-cutting
at zero altitude from interchange to 

nightroads across flat out-country …
Difficult to remember the 

purpose and reason for continuing. 
Already, apparitions of distance 

reveal the end of the line – 
vertical and pin-point luminous 

as conducting rods and storm fronts 
ranging west to east.

The rainslashed glare of 
articulated lorries as unreal 

as visitants from outer worlds.
Earth tremor and juggernaut

cut sideways in the wake and counting 
back to the moment the halo formed 
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around the analogue dial, 
wandjina-like, and electric as 

spirit medium shot at high speed. 
Thinking to out-run the dry 

resounding emptiness head-on. 
Escape was a sad parody of a film 

that’s been running for a century.
blue shadows flicker across 

defaced warning signs – a surface
of night stretched thin across 

unbidden secrets of dead lake beds, 
diesel and methedrine. Or two 

exxed-out roadmaps overlapping 
in the rearview, testing the stringency 

of what it means to be invisible – 
though drawing no conclusion from it.
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From the Reznikoff Variations
(for C. Bernstein)

It begins in the relation. Walking in the Bronx,
over the bridge, eight hours down Broadway –
the migrated tribes, tyre repairs, the elevated
line balking from wide skies – husks of a land-
scape once a low mountain now dry arroyos 
north of 182nd street. Menudo and Spinoza
and Karl Marx. I want to tell you a story of 
where I’m from, but it’s not here – stuck in mid-
afternoon traffic, a Puerto Rican, fingers stiff
with rings, selling insurance from the trunk 
of a jacked-up Lincoln – all the second-nature
curb-talk, four o’clock, in a neighbourhood of 
working men and women, where night comes on
fast, the stockings and low lights over bars,
and another on the rocks ’til it’s time again
to arise with street lights still aglow in the East 
River washed out to sea, rock and pedestal – 
and the rain, the silver streak of subway cars, 
the straightman with hand out for change – 
and Nat Finkelstein, dead too? Who else? 
One more photograph and then the job’s done –
the last intersection, last fragment of a crowd,
life by facets. Perhaps we don’t know what art is 
or does, but the point’s to go on as if we will?
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Lou Reed at 16th & Sixth

People will go a long way to die,
looking for more kinds of permission.
Esoteric moons on hands and knees.
X-rays of Europe, Frankie Oil, Gogol’s fake nose.

You have to be careful what you see.
Blood in yr ears. The cars of Babel 
making traffic in the photoreal. 
TV virtuosos of the wrong devout.

A room in New York City 
keeps all your dispossessed possessions. 
A glassine box, nerve-gas aqualung.
The unsieged mono-mind vomiting in its sleep.

Others said: “My father, isn’t my father.” 
But you were always before your time.
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Variations on a Line 
(for Amiri Baraka)

Continuities lie in wait long after you’ve closed the book.
Passing a strange girl on the street you give money to 

“for charity” – the stepmother forever waiting at the door.
I also have loved Rusalka. In a prairie by the edge 
of a lake, in a garden with a miniature Indian reservation –
Mad Quixote out-riding on frontiers of useless situations – 
two years back and forth by Williamsburg Bridge always
looking for a message. Envisage a desert, a mechanised 
bathtub sailing the dunes – a fetish atop a garbage mound 
holding a trowel of hair – a Sphinx on the road to 
Damascus keeping watch over this sleep-revolving world. 
Not to be disturbed by feelings of weightlessness and 
constellation without “purpose” – a winter without maps. 
Sex played no part. Blood on Žižkov hotel bed-sheets 
à la Nat Finkelstein, saying there’s a certain time when you
can only be on the opposing side – eyes like motion-
picture negatives, like turbulent moths drawn to light, 
like the silence before the lull, like the attention span 
of Atlantic crossings sans inflight entertainment.
Purchase your authentic biography here – whatever fits
the description (you fill in the rest). Born, more or less,
in a democracy of bystanders – a second skin in lieu
of a direct mystical experience – to seize, to grasp –
mind goaded from one slipping fascination to the next: 
forty days and nights like a child out searching for the other 
half of the moon – a goat tethered to a pole – smoke 
rising off tinfoil on a Harlem street corner, slated for re-
development. From here, the Coney Island sea is as blue 
as blue cyanite. Stuck edge-to-edge all the prodigious waves 
make only a door without a hinge – forms of slowness 
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building new expedients, from surface into volumed space 
and from space into                        ? The message repeats 
like psychic telegraph wires running a.m. to p.m. 
through bare soles of upturned feet, to cut-out ears, 
tongue and probity. Have I improvised badly? Was history 
blameless after all? Once again the sheer power 
of numbers comes into play: the local and physical, 
the wherewithal, the undivulged, the lopsided connotation.
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Port Lights Shadows & Particles

Have sobered up
from summer puberty and moonlit
smells – now everything
is politics and fastfood escapism. Up on stilts we made that
          first quiet house from
                    cardboard
out over the reeds and water, blue light
born of darkness – the night the salvage crew
          broke down
          the old derrick in Port Arthur, Texas,
like a violin in a mercury jar.
Saint Petroleum will guide thee
and protect thee always.
               In private life, though, sometimes
one is too controlled and
                          hypersensitive. 
All the blood you
left behind in rooming houses
seems forgiven now and you are more beautiful and
lucid without it. In Venezuela
                          rain filled the shoes left on the windowsill.
                   A bleached-out calendar year
records that we’re long past our time
                                                                 and have been 
            all along. Waiting for the news
                         to arrive by any other ship than this one.
Anchored beneath a skyway of neon Babylons
as musical faces in porthole windows
look back singingly forlorn where
    twin shafts of sunlight illuminate a room.
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Manhattan Improv

A first-night impersonator with a wrong stage-name – 
feeding you the line “to get from X first you need to go 
to Y” – working backwards through tour schedules black 
with cancellation to the point-blank of arrival – being 
no-one in this city or less than – scratching the dumb 
end of winter mute on the down-note – rent-suit nickel 
& dime – shoeblack on worn-out lapel & yelloweyed 
street-preacher-look – telling it over in brokendown tenor 
saxophone E-flat – the man with the whiskey sours & 
hair-of-the-dog snout – riding the high elevated line over 
bearing case percussionism beating time while underfoot 
the yellow taxi cabs prove & counterprove an intricate 
gridlock geometry.
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De Kooning, Fire Island (1946) 

When it happens. Exiting the station / heat-shimmer
dialing off flatlands. Here where myth becomes
irksome / sloping over ghosttown parking lots –
Radio towers & seismic tv static / Oversized furniture
in the used bookstore of the mind. We pretend

“in broad daylight” on a raft of erased de Koonings –

Because the air was so empty. And there was nothing
else to do / You would’ve had… light grey eyes
I suppose, fixing the dead things in your hair. Golden- 
mouthed you never laugh / But Elaine felt deeper.
You’ll go to pieces one of these days / Shined & polished
& ready for duty.

                               And now my shoelace has gone & broken! 
Elaine my dear. Eyes sprinkled in the soft warm air –
Little holes & stoppers. Getting drunk 
on Fire Island – you lubricate the options, taking
the Bull under the Virginia creeper / The moment 
is only just as replaceable as a lost tooth. 
Where now? Yawning in the direction of the dénouement, 
the fuzzy lampshade dangles. 
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B D F H K Q Y

The name of this city doesn’t matter it’s not the first city you’ve 
been through – singing for dimes in the subway, a randomly
pitched note and tropical weather opposing “inchoate flux” 
to the outer-space of fixed forms, codes and orderly processes. 
The fog drifts upwards to the projection room: I see the disaster 
coming and am resigned to being its witness (it’s very unnatural
and in the theatre no-one would accept it). Thinking about 
the scarred ice, how it reminded him of bitumen…
But the shivering only began later, in the shadows of varying 
degrees. Red light on-off, on-off, on-off: “this is a lamppost, 
this is a fire escape, this is the intersection of Broadway and 
42nd street” (to the eye the smallest parts of movements 
aren’t movements but static). Though to his ears the cries and 
footsteps become more and more cautious, not an advertisement of…
Was she annoyed by the waste of time? Pale fingers slowly…
And all within range of the camera, of the closed circuit…
Take this photograph – remind you of anyone?
I’m pouring, she says. But what about our crimes? he says.
As though you make your atonements working on your back, 
doing multiplication (it’s all in the fingers, sign language)… 
And the voice beginning to fade out… From so long ago, was it?
One example among (many) others. Yes, including the crimes… 
Whose god was it anyway, to be driven to drink and perestroika?
Too many questions all the time, can’t you see it’s late already, 
half-way through and not even a plot-line? By the ruins of Babel 
we sat down and wept, nicht wahr? A mass of fucus red 
separated down the middle like a pair of uninvestigated details. 
A stenographic figure leers from the entrance to the Port Authority – 
suddenly everything abbreviates, serial numbers (seven, etc.)… 
As if suspended and floating on the prolix of a liquid element: 
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torn calendars, left-over take-away plastic knives, forks, spoons,
a polaroid nude, insulin syringe and “no entry” sign. By the wall, 
again, on the line. Thumbing back issues of the Police Gazette 
(“time-expired”) and watching the test-pattern on the blink for
how long? You think there’s something more? Realism?
On the outside? Whose outside? One last gate door grill 
somewhere – the one you still want to open and literally unlock.
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Woman, Sag Harbour
(for Bill Berkson)

                                      Women live only on their
self-esteem (so said) and if I grow old
is it because you find strangeness compelling?
The road out to Green River, where particularity 
                                       hijacked the universal coterie – 
            or the measured pace of an idea ascending
            a museum staircase –
tuning forks and newsstands and midday traffic.
Headscarfed woman on roadside
                                      selling painted daisies with names.
            What’s there in the rearview changes
            and yet does remain a sort of self.
Turn left. Another linebreak before the bridge. 
                                         All this begins as an afterthought.
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Stanza for Kenneth Koch

Sometimes there are gannets, beautiful surfaces
far-from-clear, like a sudden unexpected intimacy.
He questions his identity and is confused about time.
The similarity may be small – one utterance, one breath,
a year beginning with a window, after which
naturally there are changes. Even if it expresses
the two main feelings we commonly name,
it doesn’t own our point of view. Do feelings
exist? An ecstatic sort of narrative line
which includes the boredom won from chaos?
But if the real thing isn’t the real “thing”?
He sits down, butters his toast, egg smeared on one side.
Sometimes there are gannets, beautiful surfaces
far-from-clear, like a sudden unexpected intimacy.
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Can these Bones Live?

Now that the headlines stuck up on the news-
paper stands have dissolved in the rain
it’s clear there was nothing to them all along.
A wall resting on its foundations and awaiting 
restitution of its high, dry silence. below the 
street window a taxi idles distressingly – 
X calls and talks for an hour ad hominem…
May then June. Already older than you
ever expected to be – grew up with the old 
superstition of progress hanging like a curse 
over us. You say there are no more sacred arts
though the bleeding never stopped.
The illusion alone is lacking. Can these bones live 
Edward Dahlberg? Our last resort is to the ear’s 
vibrating cartilage tuned to 1950s jazz, filling 
a void or a defect of memory. Waiting at night
for the messenger to arrive. You are consistently  
failing to locate something irretrievable (here 
is the crossword solution, only the puzzle is
missing). The letters are a dance. Stepping back
into other places other times: P.S. Please 
send someone to fix the cracks in the partition. 
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Isolated Cause
(for Bruce Andrews)

What’s less clear than this world is harder to determine.
Here where we’re never faced with what’s not here.

Turning equivocation into a moment of possessiveness.
A film of dust on a plate. Nixon in China on the kitchen radio.

And from this fact, ascribing beliefs, a few subjectivist 
errors. The entry code is loser wins: the operator 

at the back brain will transact the pre-recorded message
one-for-one. Or won’t. And that’ll be that.
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All that Guile
(for Jim Ruland)

It was hot, we drove to Vegas in a broke-down 
Chevrolet – sky as black as a journeyed slot-machine
and the world never heard of Guantánamo Bay.

All those journalists in your life. But I haven’t painted
a picture in years and you don’t have a face anymore,
tenderness is everything. The lost map 
taken from behind the bookshelf to sell on the street – 

some people dream about correctional facilities, 
some correctional facilities dream about people. 
A thousand-year error – everything in store’s

past its sell-by date. Of course it goes without saying, 
like a pain in the arse. And what’s the socalled
morning star doing up there bright beside the moon 
in the middle of the night?
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At the Subsistence Minimum
(for Joshua Cohen)

If the end of extinction is tomorrow’s food,
the objective is obviously one of redemption. 
And so I returned to the mountain under 
14th Street to find the one-within-the-one,

insomnia’s crouching megalith.
Repetitions fill-in the glassed dark, 
reduced to the grim inner workings of detail.
Vacant lots filled with rubble. These are the 

present conditions for further thought. 
What I am today what you are now today.
A biography as collective as it is non-
existent. List symptoms: one plastic cup (white), 

one telephone (black), other miscellaneous… 
Dreaming of shop-window athletes in seamless
bondage or flight? somewhere the change 
is being counted, and has almost been added up.
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Dark Mingus

Here again at the wayside of best intentions –
you’re the homeless guy at the saloon piano,
the six o’clock bell, 
the pathological mockingbird.

Someone made a film of all this
before you lived it – the dream that slipped away
without a tracking device.

In a room the wind makes echoes
and all you do is choke. Another pill, another
jar of the hard stuff. Easier to kill an enemy.

          They’re lining up along the hall. The traffic
          blows its hallelujahs at the brokedown 
          lights. Time to face the music 
          at the door, and pay the piper out into the night.
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Croatoan

1. What difference if we’re late? Each night thinking
of the nights to come – the laughing 
superstitious clock, the rat poison, the sour 
milk. Bodies tilt at space like figures 
on a mountain, or a mountain’s outline 
cropped from admass pasted in the sky, trenchant 
and obvious. For here is a failure to be worthy of – 
the lost inkling, the sack of marbles 
buried beneath a tree – austerity tasking us 
with retribution’s paradox.  
It mimes a way of seeing – our strange moment 
inside a catalogue of lost personalia –
the naivety of a glance spied through an anecdote.
More mysterious vacancies to be filled.

2. People you never remember the names of. 
This room, a cage for the head bleached on its pole,
the wormy fruit of the one good eye and dumb
glop of it weighing upon the scenery as though it
weighed upon the mind or the scenery were a mind.
Because nothing’s ever permitted to happen here
of its own accord. A savage insect-dance 
around a totem pole, brain asquat its turd – what
sanitation of Man in his right mind! And is Ahab
not Ahab? Shall the retrospective illusion be shattered?
Lie down Greeks! No hand of an Epimenedes 
clutching a stone or a shred of air will prove
the mountain’s shadow. Or there is no mountain,
we brought it with us – our one consolation.
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3. And for this we work like idiots in front of the 
whole world – elephant men, beasts of burden, 
dragging up reflections from an overturned lake.
There’s a lucidity of vision that penetrates
like stone. A glass house atop an escarpment –
rare plants, insects, tropical diseases. 
Today in the infirmary we witnessed something 
entirely unexpected: a pair of eyes and a tongue.
Another turn of the bed, the rampant insomnias
like algal blooms in September, asking if one day 
the sky won’t exist anymore but only space –
and is this the miracle of conversion we’ve been
assiduously waiting for? Deep in the valleys
the midnight visitor is setting out conditions.

4. Two versions or aversions: the mirror 
and the flatness it contains – like a crow 
at work on the carcass of a crow – or an eye 
encircled by the elaborate image of its own
procedured recession. If all it is were an
illness of the mind, groping to convey 
some repetitively simple wish – to fill up
the world – to possess and incarnate 
a force in concentration, to know the beauty 
of what cannot cohere, is constantly interrupted,
broken, twisted into nothing? Peace, 
you’ve grown old and dumb as stone and weighty
as monuments – now the voices at the window
tell that it’s we who’re no longer permitted.
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5. So the whole world died and went to hell, did it?
Blood on hotel bedsheets – a bouquet, crust of 
mouldy bread, turpentine and sawdust,
two cardboard boxes pressed flat…
Not choosy about what you put your neck on the 
line for? Joy-riding by the gram. America,
what you loved best stinks to high heaven.
Only what you can slaughter really exists.
Hey, boy, sing us a peckerwood song.
Au clair de lune – sea-drift and landless. 
The impressions themselves are objects –
prisoned inside the eye ear mouth, beneath 
the skin – such archaic resources of construing as 
these are. As for the rest – burn everything.

6. How to account for the dispossessed
individual histories of everything?
A name or an accidental fear. Nothing unordered, 
unrelated – a stuffed yellow-eyed crow, 
carping in iambic monotony.
The sky is thin as paper here – things 
could always have been worse: fear of former
fear, a hidden meeting of contraries in daylight 
bleak with chastisements. The prophesied birth
in abstract: well, you make it through one day 
and then the next and that’s all there is to it.
Laughing awake in a darkened room. Did they 
sell you a dud image manipulator? From here on out, 
kid, it’s gonna be tough. Tougher than tough.
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7. The sound of pebbles, stones rolling under a wave
as the wave draws out: too often we’ve thought 
of the sea, a face that resembles a Chinese mask 
white under calligraphy. But the darkroom 
isn’t the photograph, the telephone isn’t the person 
speaking over it… Count backwards from. Then stop.
There was a roar and the floor sank –
the floor sank and we were sinking with it…
All the zoo animals were slaughtered in their cages.
As far as safeguards are concerned, these 
are the crème de la crème. A room as dark 
as the night of Saint Finan –  concerned with a sense 
of explicable hostility. A cardboard room where life 
wears thin – stirring dry language into flame.

8. Rain softly falling in the quiet of the alleyways –
smeared lintels and shattered doorjambs. 
Beyond the single strained attitude of thought,
an actor drags his chain playing God with the stage-
naturalism of an idiot, bawling in the proscenium.
Lizard thumb and lizard forefinger, sagging 
under scale, chewed gristle – even the sublimated
hungers refuse to yield. Before the suppression 
you were an island, now a peepshow eye:
not all the accumulated spit you keep in a jar
can build a brighter future. The interplanetary
drive-in, matinee double bill – real-life monsters –
Klan heads in the backseat shouting all’s fair 
in love and war. As to the task – but there is no task.
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9. The shooting script’s only a stop gap –
will History say we were just? Night came,
the fire in the hills. In a single depth-of-field
the tribes multiplied and pulled apart
into series of captioned newsprint photographs.
Paradise is always closer than you expect.
A theatrical self-contained duplicate enlisted 
to the fact of being at war (with oneself
or with others?). God tells no jokes, brother. 
Still dreaming of that little house on the prairie
with Venetian blinds whitening the windows?
There’s a space inside the camera from where 
the world just seems to float – find that 
and you can’t go wrong. Fortune loves a winner.

10. Where the mountain at last descends to the sea,
everything slows, the light no longer shines 
on the surface but by surrounding – the feint and 
counterfeint of a boxer in the thirteenth round.
Beyond is anything – the spectacle of a world
rushing to its end… Or a sudden column of white 
falling from the big blue curve upon the water 
as though a cosmonaut had fallen from space right there
in the anachronistic present of it all. And a lifeboat
with men wielding flintlock and musket, 
knowing it for what it is – a sign and nothing more. 
Only time would tell. Panning away onto fringes of
salt-flat lush with alien verdancy – in which another, 
equally elusive desert is concealed.
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11. Cast upon the shore of something insurmountable,
the day ended as it began, defiant of the facts.
Parrots in trees, laughter among the high branches.
A first small step and then another: by facets
doubt concedes to its own methodology, becoming art.
Which is a sickness that remains only as long as 
we do. Turn the soundtrack off and what’s left 
but a picture of a man alone in a room with his mouth open?
Take the door on the right. The coin return’s out-of-order.
Do you speak to yourself often? Now we carry our
God around with us in little transceiver boxes.
The cavalry was still a long way off, their dust 
on the horizon. If only they could get here before 
the credits roll. For now it’s enough – later we move on.
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Cittàvecchia
(i.m. Cy Twombly)

Another transatlantic hangover, driving w/ broken windscreen
through the massacred roses. What good’s a birthplace?
Life stories unreeling in seductive monotony –
you wake up shrunken under the table, the big encyclopaedia,
the model train that belonged to someone,
you never knew who. 
                                      Black flies describe
complex trigonometries beneath the spheroid lampshade –
the picture’s “vibrating retina.”
Forms bear responsibilities. This could be very Zen,
old avatars like the original artist and authentic masterwork –
to fit all of everything into a single gesture, brushstroke, bon mot.
A boulevard of taillights, magenta, vermillion, scarlet lake
on a background whose colour can’t be named –
                                       two thin white lines dangle across it. 
They float, they drift. Virgil with a saxophone
standing out in air-conditioned rain, the suspended ninth, 
armed to the teeth with vocabulary.
Says Greg Corso: “the world owes me a million bucks.”
Arranged in diminishing perspective, the city on its back
like an old stoic dying w/ fists clenched 
in a room full of talk. Night-signals in the distance. 
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Conventional Wisdom of Diminishing Knowledge
(for Howard Barker)

There are many still lives in still things –
a folded letter, fruit in dimming
afternoon sun, teacup, pear tree –
a silence, a convulsion, an uncertainty. 
If a locus exists there must be
some outward signal – the reduction 
of paraphrase, the offended tradition, the mind’s 
coiled equilibrium. An ant toiling 
beneath a grain of sand is like a hole 
built with smoke and mirrors –
an Argonautica with tv dialogue 
enlarging the scenery’s point-of-view. 
Will we remember today having lied tomorrow? 
The instructions begin anywhere: 
a dog unearthing a road beneath the road, 
stone under bitumen, red clay,
brick, rubble, broken plough, totem pole.
Is this the face you deserve? Josef K 

“died of complications.” Picture 
the interrogation routine: overheated room 
with fan chopping up the atmosphere.
Tragedy isn’t a turn of phrase. 
Approaching the crux of some matter – 
do these videos for anyone else 
pause indefinitely halfway through? Of course 
they’re laughing at you. The sub-committee 
pulling wings off flies, the genie
grown fat inside the bottle, the poem that’s asleep 
even before you’ve gotten it undressed.
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Leon Paul Fargue
(for David Vichnar)

Morning coffee telekinesis – inhaling that first dry cut 
of grass, firemen in step, circling the park, glisten of sweat 
in end-of-May weather. Another Copernican revolution 
to scribble in books. Down in the station –
the 8.49 northbound rattler. Cluny heads clustered 
under awnings, a surface of botched light, impressionniste. 
Cameras flash – the grand old dame on her back 
with knees up, sighing, and God in lofty voice 
shoos the picnickers from the deportation monument.
A kiosk, another coffee, vague wordparticles fission 
and collide in the rivegauche of the brain tree.
Maculate daylight, lurching under cinema marquees –
a rat pissing in a blind alley, rue Saint Denis –
rough-legged, yellow-eyed, crotchless Pigalle. 
Watching an undressed square of light
flicker on a wall: afternoon, evening, the slide into entropy.
We sit along the Quai with bottled obsequities, 
talking large into the night – sky a frazzled windowpane. 
Lajeuneaméricaine, hiked skirts under the bridge: 
Who’s there? A piece of graffiti in spiral lamplight 
says “failure makes possible.” Footsteps in reverberating 
stutter:  this unended search to be satisfied – 
hour-by-hour circling the périphérique. A sameness of things 
in the same places, the grey tide, the discomfort of sleep.
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Late Night Chronicle
(for Pierre Daguin)

We have examined, so to say, our consciences.
in broad daylight hard of breathing, there are
still many poor people in this country. A torn 
newspaper lying on the stairs, a wall of 
frozen air blocking the way. Scraps of something 
picked up in the street: a carcass of america 
and flies and air tasting of rind. Who 
has enough of anything to force the issue? 

In its last labours the old world disfigured 
into triangle, circle, square … 
Blaise Cendrars was born in a poem 
in Paris, in a building on the left bank 
where the Romance of the Rose was written. 
Measuring out the fix in lift-shaft chiaroscuro. 
To levitate with the saints, to wrench 
time and place from their existing order.

The moments tick by, at first incrementally, 
then all at once. Navigating the un-
necessary weather by a hidden 
yet direct passage that bypasses the too-
pedantic mind. Or there was still time 
before the closing call, to catch the silent matinee 
at the all-night movie joint. 
A bum with a paper rose sings Be my Valentine. 
it’s raining. perhaps it’s a sign.
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Entr’acte

It rains, after all. A wrecked streetscape, half-erased, 
our little heaps of rubbish exposed to ridiculous 

weather. In the sorting rooms of memory, we are
walking and walking past abandoned dry docks, 

freight depots, junked-out piers. The candour 
of natural history finds no refuge here. 

Creeping through twilight towards whatever’s 
in store for us: the death-ray or the doomsday box.

Both born before our time, its not-yet, its subjunctive, 
too free with knowing or seeming to know 

the predicament. Other people, coats and hats, 
like extras written out of a script. They persist, 

refusing to vanish at will – or what the camera 
doesn’t see, can’t exist. You, of course, wanted to 

re-invent everything, the clouds in September, 
Le Havre at night, a hundred thousand 

mental photographs locked into a fixed and
hollow point, keeping there like a stationary axis 

for everything to turn about. Bodily. Inert. 
A hot revolving space and a weight to ride
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athwart it. Or awake, on our backs in the dark, 
lulled by the amorousness of accusation. 

Music from a Salvation Army band drifting down
along the quay. The lights in the container yards 

aglow like autumn, framed in artless chiaroscuro, 
tell of futures that aren’t ours but will always, 

in the soft sepia-tones of reminiscence,
have seemed to be. Night gropes its tender 

spastic hand under the slipped mask – footfall 
on the stairs, the rain, the tumult of sleeplessness –

while far off darkened sea-ledge figures 
bait hooks concealed in knotted rope.
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L’arbre en fleur dans le jardin au printemps

The scene was what it was, full of sweat and frustration.
First the mountain then the river, the flaccid distance
one begins to overcome by preparing a canvas
of eventualities: the concluded journey, the spent
arousal of an object made to describe the inverted 
form of itself. Ivy leaves and ferns in barbotine. 
The process is a body in disarray beneath an attic window, 
late afternoon, sky sectioned by vapour trails 
converging but equidistant. A point the eye intercepts 
and distorts: the incomplete motion of a line descending
or a figure describing, like a repeated note
in a child’s exercise book, a Spanish guitar, a sheet
of smeared newsprint. From the outset the piecemeal
is a technique committed to the evasive obvious:
the Mexican amulet, the drooping petunia in its glazed 
pot, the brown thumb hooked under a celluloid strap
as prelude to blank long siestas of contentment.
But in all concluded things there’s an insolence art 
can only accustom itself to, since art also is a kind of envy. 
Like the mirroring pond beneath the almond tree
once the blossoms have withered and green husks
have peeled back from their shells, the parrots noisily
scattering the remains everywhere.
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Eating Rouault
(Musée Beaubourg, Paris)

Observe these skewed haunches flaccid from 
boredom, misuse, resignation.
Placed before the eye –
like a mass of slackened meat
waiting to be bought and undressed. Merely this –
to disavow compassion or what passes 
for compassion?

The artist unsmiling behind his daubed shroud 
conducts us like a figure in a solemnly 
absurd nocturne, arrayed 
in all the high themes of failure and contempt 
a body can be made to symbolise.

The sermon over, what remains but to take up our 
sins and eat them?
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Les Enfants du Paradis
“Don’t wait up for me this evening, 
for the night will be black & white”

The Lobster Man hanged himself from a window grating
near Châtelet les Halles, rue de la Vieille Lanterne 
(a no longer extent continuation of rue de la Tuerie), 
in a brown dreamless district of the night, certain

all contracted obligations had been fulfilled, no trope
left unturned, gone to the Devil – for he was a peaceful
serious creature and not without hope for the next world. 
How does such an occasion become a public memory?

The privacy of clouds, maps, a path through woods – 
seeing words tremble in air, like aspic. A window grating,
as if to remonstrate with the striving for singularity –
perplexing to onlookers: the waterlogged, sodden stuff

of a former self – a mouth not wanting to be fed – closed-
eye visualisations of space travel, ancient Olympic athletes, 
chamber music or the literature of minor conversations.
For what’s a man who can’t stand on his own two feet?

The rope doesn’t hang, the Earth pulls. Dreamless as sweat, 
dust, bile – the unexceptional gauntlet you feared
because it was you – adverting always to the difficulty
of repetition, the lacklustre reprise, the epilogue playing dead.
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Black Acid

Who’s watching? You make yourself into a window,
collecting motion pictures, cynically adroit.
The popular theme for today is pixellated fish,
eco-weaponised – comforting subliminal blips hold
the walls in place: a room with coinslot air supply,
small holes for thought bubbles devoid of
proprietary content. The anaesthetist dreams
of a Kafka-themed whorehouse – body’s there but can’t
feel it. The cold begins further down, stuck
in the anxiety loop, eyeball-to-eyeball with
an idiot picking the anomalous asphalt from your ears.
Someone arrives to fix the airconditioning –
a blonde smoking a cigar like a piece
of anatomy obscenely cauterised. You’re running
in a pair of lead-heeled stilettos through the ash-fall,
a grinning sales team egging you on:
you’re the little man overcoming the odds, the human
success story, beating back the self-styled miasma.
You’ll still be there when they switch you on again –
playing your theme song, about the one that got away.
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Interpolations
Savage thought can be defined as analogical thought… 
                                               —Claude Lévi-Strauss

It’s raining but never enough and negative freedom means
liberty for the state without freedom for society.
Frozen of all (emotional) response –
pathologies of zero in a far-off land like Abyssinia.
Thinking if Rimbaud had stayed there any longer,
croaked of exhaustion, of self-disgust, of self,
washed-up in the afternoon like a junkie 
on the boulevard trenchcoat and radio 
and stink of humanity. I was a dealer in Aden
not a wart on Verlaine’s arsehole.
Changing the gourd for the tree, death for life,
the killing train for the departing train.
(As Bakunin or Kropotkin said) “Political power 
is simply a letter on a piece of paper.”
But nothing matters any more so it’s no use wasting your
breath ’cos that stuff ain’t real.
Perhaps it’s the colour of the sun cut flat
and thermal currents shimmering in a register of
disturbance (I stopped cold and screamed
I don’t wanna hear no more I’ve had enough!).
The needle burning white noise in the vein in the contours
of rigidity and other miscellaneous incidents.
So they tried to suppress his manuscript because of
possible offence it might’ve caused Dear Maman
and him saying I’ve got one way to go and 
paying ain’t gonna get me there. At the border crossing
time does not interfere nor place either.
Apprehensive in the full glare of daylight they keep
their distance from those figures in the landscape, 
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dark silhouettes that seem to overarch the boundaries 
of consciousness, an abhuman eye staring from 
diagrams, newspaper headlines, surveillance monitors.
Knowing that for transformations to occur 
a system of equivalences must be erected, an architecture of 
nowhere. And despite the pretence of a definite article 
the mirror has begun to crack and you can’t believe it you’re 
vanishing.
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The Thirty-Sixth Year of Amedeo Modigliani,  
with Eric Dolphy on the Radio

Out to lunch, wine, the railbridge, the piano accordion – 
a brown gust unfurls the newspapers on the newspaper stands. 
Then it’s back to work on the universal archive of everything –
the window onto eternity, pigeons on rooftops. 

In the margin someone has scratched “God and all angels
sing the world to sleep.” What do we know about winter’s 
childhood? Alone in a strange language, the mad monkey 
in the broom closet, a bloodied nose in the middle of the night.
Noting disparities in method or descriptive system. Scarred 
sheets laid out in squares – the old chanson, Mueran los tiranos!

When all the nerves are sliced away and the recorded message 
notices you and grows alarmed – what will you promise? 
Barefoot in secondhand dressing-gown, reaching for a last line 
to hang it all on – get the world once more in your grasp
like a slender neck you can wring like a saxophone.
Was all the struggle just to be born? And the rest?

“I was able to follow you this far. The river flows north to the sea. 
Adios.”
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Craw Stupid
(for Karen Mac Cormack)

Holidaying in the renovated permanent revolution – events
in China, Yunnan six famous mountains: harmony, calm,
optimism. You do the Warhol shampoo advert – head

and shoulders above the rejected proof. La langue de bois,
la langue de boît. The day’s fortune cookie and Confucianism –
sitting there earnestly and telling me I should see things

as they are for a change. An assumption we perform 
conscientiously, likening a nemesis to a sea port
or a phantom hat, invisible punition forcing sight to alter:

the undisclosed figure to anatomy’s ground – idiot boxes
changing politics with indecent frequency.
But despite these derisory applecarts, only partially upset,

some of which turn brown (the apples), a backdrop
of humidity settles behind the story. Somebody one day 
may rediscover it and write their name on it. Are they missed?
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The Picnic
(for Emily)

What, at that moment, we resembled. The drunken
orangutan signifying in its tree – we groped
under the fabric tacked-up to make a sky, 
searching for the lost magical ennui: statues
wore hats, history on a shopping spree,
strangers regaled us, the mind’s sorority.
Not once did suspense disbelieve itself. The sequel
had all the virtues of a sequel – in it, you drove
hard through every bar in town, closing them down,
beautiful as a piano being disembowelled.
Prague in her leopard-print bra,  after the sun’s
come up and the world with its dogshit stink.
A moment ago is easily forgot, the rest’s eternity –
bearing witness to empty coffee cups, the waiters
earnest as flies trapped in a room. Someone
will always dream-up new humiliations for us,
all we’ve got to do is wait. Sleep tasted not of cheep wine
and cigarettes but dead leaves while day
ripened the maggoty sky. The scenery hung in tatters,
when at last your mouth burst like expired celluloid.
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Les Figues

Departure means the rehearsed cutting, 
a ridiculously repetitive tune
that sets us on our way –
moss-coloured elephantine heads
planted in rows.
          Do you remember anyone?
Run though a creaking hinge
like string or wire – to vibrate
with each turning. The storm
raised alarms. All the windows we need but don’t –
a taste of figs. And after,
sadness. Clouds in your eyes.
A damask of cod liver oil, or the sea
like a glass pestle to a glass mortar.
You are the names of Egyptian cats – a green
desk lamp – encyclopaedias – unsettled dust.
The tree stood all by itself,
seduction enough. Deaf-mute you couldn’t know.
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Naked in a Pool of Light

The journey north. The sea in all its. Could this 
be the impossible situation a viewer longs for?

Implacability or the erotic spectacle 
of everyday life? The dominant theme is grey.

Intimacy belongs to a colder climate –
things that go without saying, because unable.

A mouth in absolute close-up, then the eyes,
as if pulling away into the blue

of some place imaginable, but unreachable.
One moment could serve a lifetime. Economy

isn’t an austerity, a poem isn’t a language
in process of diminishing. 

Imagine an island that can’t be crossed.
Something rattles the window, the bleak night

makes faces in the glass. There are other
routes to elsewhere, but how will you find them?
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Raison d’être, raison de faire

Density for want of light –
upwards of the migraine distribution:
send out to explore mindless Zen.
This could be the future. Assume
start time – the watchmaker’s daughter
is a hole in space disguised
as a Dewey-decimal convenience.
Difficult to write handcuffed to furniture.
Do you believe in experience?
The struck note of the catalyst we often
hear extolled – five months
is not an architectural complex, yet.
The plot summary defies description –
if you leave now, will regret?
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Lorca in Barcelona
(for Hugh)

They are fluid, resistant, unyielding –
first pressed virgin shed to grey haste.
Down the shutters, a soft lead pencil
making balconies – the blank serene of it all,
the bole of him, the sweating glass
agon that talks out the night.
These stairs are narrowed to a point
of reckoning – to change is a rusted
ball-and-socket contraption. A pigeon
crying over a dead dog, the square
at midday, tides and red gondolas and pieces
of inwash from beyond: all the solemnities
made free with wine, and the years,
the fallen blinds over hanging gardens –
twinned incests of a future which failed
to imagine itself. Each in its particularity
is the taxed community of unequals, set in a blind
balance. The sodden sketch makes a map, 
the ground under the chair, umbrella, palm tree, 
denuded stretches of afternoon weather
buried beneath the lawn. Not all the
crying children can right a wrong exhumation.
Faced with only sandwich-board manifestoes
we wait, we wait, we wait. Thursday.
Tomorrow something is bound to occur.
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Arcimbaldo Revisited

And why it all became so difficult suddenly to comprehend.
The piano tuner, the wasp in the room.
There are times of life whose only key is denial. 
We know this. Every film had the same situation. 
Is a question necessary at this point
to balance out the process?

For the record, everything. What choices
would a secret agent make?
You cut off, rearrange the furniture, give the words
a certain roominess. Acoustics for eavesdropping.
America is hiding in a bowl of fruit
on the table everyone talks around. Limes. Nectarines. Mangoes. 

And for the Plat de Résistance: an upward come-hither motion.
Hiving-off into milk bottles, the unbreathable
atmosphere. Left with the choice of one or both ears
to wrap in a handkerchief. Love offerings
of the blind or a word mumbled into a telephone, unbelieved
because unseen. 
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Broadcast Graffiti

A landscape, spied through the anecdotal keyhole.
You keep it all barely 
ticking over – a one-eyed strabismus
Roman holiday –
how many times must X be said,
before heard? 
The weather’s grey – realism’s last word
creeping up the drainpipe.
Another emergency
ripples the fishbowl:
death to quotation marks!
People you know don’t always like each other.
Vague evocations
of the mystified quotidian.
The wilderness and foreignness
of life de-dramatised? Preferring the counterfeit,
the evening’s amorousness settles in.
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The Vanishing Syndrome
(i.m. Miroslav Holub, 1923–1998)

I’m never sure of reaching you …
All of these letters – I should be able to say
that as I speak I limit the world
but it’s useless to try to integrate life and
death and to act rationally. Which is what 
might be meant by becoming human
as opposed to Pseudo-Dionysius
who considered that god transcends
contraries and this dictum was taken up
by Nicholas of Cusa as the clearest definition
of divinity: you must regard the centre 
and poles as coincident – using the help
of your imagination as much as possible…
(As they say, apprehension takes place 
as a movement between seeing 
and uncertainty…) For example today 
I’m trying not to draw analogies 
between the sky and a statistical curve 
or flight paths or mechanised 
and anonymous histories. (Do you think 
I’m being ironic?) But no, there are other 
people, single strangers or crowds 
appearing continuously – when they are not 
seen they are heard – which leads me to believe
momentarily in a collective witnessing of
events. (Monsieur Armand, vous délirez!)
And this in a country still suffering
after forty years of schizophrenia.
It’s true (as a friend recently said to me, 
Prague is like a giant Potemkin village) – 
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which accounts for the sense of
ostranenie even while crossing the street
(any street) or entering a tabák (to buy 
a packet of Gauloises?) – Stalin, or 
Frida Kahlo’s monkey stares from the cover 
of a fashionably retro magazine.
(One reads about Trotsky’s assassination, 
it must’ve been the anniversary – 
ambivalence?) Holding a cigarette that way, 
the eye of it looking up through the 
window, the orange halo of a streetlight. 
It’s raining again and grown dark – 
I sit at a corner table to write this
thinking about the seductions of amnesia – 
the first time we met (in a room 
overlooking “Red Army Square”) it’d been
another anniversary – Jan Palach’s funeral.
So the counting out began, you said, 
to separate the sane, who / Veil themselves in
words, from the insane, who rip off /
Feathers from their bodies… And I can’t help
recalling that story of Hrabal’s about a swan 
doused in petrol and set alight by drunken
officers –frantic wings churning the water
and the river’s blithe indifference.
But that isn’t what I wanted to tell you.
(Bored with the absurd and the too poignant
image?) No, I wanted to tell you the joke
about the great Czech poet whose death,
like his poetry, was acclaimed mostly
in translation. (I enclose for your amusement
copies of the obituaries published 
in the Prague newspapers.) As someone
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said once: That is no land for old men…
Or perhaps I should quote Mayakovsky instead,
who died young and wrote: Dans mon âme pas 
un cheveau blanc / Aucune douleur sénile…
But there’s nothing unexpected in that, 
besides it’s getting late and the writing – 
you know the saying – is on the wall: 
VÝCHOD / SORTIE / AUSGANG / EXIT…
ET ILS, ONT TOUS FOUTU LE CAMP!
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Zapata Retrospect

1. Things fall by force of gravity. The edge
of a room or the edge of an ocean—
people stand on either side. Their mouths
tell a story: we are too weak capitulating before
strange gods. A voice behind the voice-over,
a half-formed belief that man must know
how to bide time. Night reports from 
outside television—where is the necessary
obscenity? A room, an ocean, the one
contracting, the other expanding indefinitely.

2. And what are all these things founded upon?
That one writes, becomes others. Weird
embryologies, blood-sampled, ramified. 
Everything thrown together, there was no
opportunity to arrive gradually. Dredging-up
the pre-dawn menial hours, fossilitic from
old forgotten pairings. Each implanted 
with its silent catastrophe in advance of time.

3. The forthcoming, the boots in the hall. To do
great things, setting out all the likelihoods and
points of exclamation. Like Chinese whispers. 
See objects before they have names, invent
a piece of sky: rock faces at Tulum, Chichen Itza.
Adding another line to the evolving pattern.
Radio birdmen circle overhead through abstract
space, tied by the feet to a giant maypole.
A stone wheel held in place, motionless under-
foot it seems. Not knowing where the centre is.
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Anxiety of the Hypnotist

Messages home into a separation. 
Life’s full of unadmitted failures – 

the glad hand, the welcoming 
committee bored with its lot.

And you already in your hole –
a pocket-size dime store sarcophagus.

The spirit-level tips and jolts –
all the contested middle terms, 

like isolation boxes in third world 
coup d’état. Grist for the mill.

Hung above the square windowpane 
and the moon’s four humours –

a child’s mobile with hemispheres
and stars bides time against 

the little voices inside the clock…
A host of circus dwarfs shouting down 

from tightropes and trapezes –
a synod of guffaws, empedokles’s strife 

disgorging its half-chewed morsels…
We were young then, a little tooth 
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for a little eye – if only the moon 
were a giant tse-tse fly. To redeem

the erotic joy of theft, or make
a stringency of wronged obedience.

Confirming all the equally ugly 
myths about you – poetry has a license 

to lie, doesn’t it? Watching as always
from the threshold – such anathemas 

are not intended, the departed sleep
of a room grown cold, the folded

shape of something out of place.
And a black weight set upon it –

pressing down upon the surface of a 
dream that won’t pass. Or the resistance 

of a hand pressed palm upwards – 
against the surface of that surface.
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Boltzmann in Bolzano

At a certain point you stop expecting things to work.
The unmonstrable cause and effect 
of the cheerfully innocuous object. 
What’s a man but the horror of his isolation? 

Jaundiced from watching in the library all morning
the little cynics under the tables, between the table legs,
and plastic Zen figures waving in mindless unison
their upraised left hands: all the complexities of felt life
become décor – an ostrich egg, a painted globe,
some witchdoctor’s mask hung on a wall, Gibbon’s
Rise and Fall. And how they laugh and wail,
with great cetacean mouths in the flummoxed gloom.
To be fed, to question, to denounce a world apathetic 
to claritas, that endless stock-in-trade.
Perhaps there’s danger in reading too much.
The eyes, for example; a socket with no bulb.

What really happens on the other side of windows?
If I contest the deliberate slowness of the dying cypress trees,
the insouciance of the urinating cherub. But to them,
like a figure in profile in a train compartment. Am I old?

Now they’ve gone. All quiet in the peanut gallery.
Silhouettes become masses – and masses, transparencies.
The sound of horse-chestnuts falling in the woods,
the green island, the dead zebra stretched out on the floor.
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Loci Memoriae
(for Daniel Ferrer)

1. 
Turn the page, – Here you see the foundations
occupy many levels, a tunnel once used
to flood the Colosseum, no photographs please.

And how the souvenir vendor’s expression
reminded you of Nicholas-of-Cusa’s idiot,
being a self-fulfilling prophesy. Via Appia –
walls hung with wreaths of petrified flowers.

Did you exaggerate, humming all twentyfour
Rachmanninov preludes waiting at the bus stop?  
As they say, – Elements missing are most active.

2. 
Square and circle
side-by-side, 
shadowed
in bas relief.

Piazza di Spagna, 
on the steps among the flower-
sellers – distance 

“ just hanging there.”
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3. 
Episodes from a train journey – Rome,
Vienna, Prague –
                    the unsecured exterior,
documentaries 
of the pastoral tradition, from Petrarch 
to the current welding casting
moulding of 
futuro-cubist landscapes – an architecture of nerves, the sky
its striations, local and remote –
rushing past in a panic 
of traversal – and what wouldn’t you believe at this point?
Needless to say
contingencies of perspective are not 
matters of fact.

4. 
“Not every word is quotable” – reminding of
Pirandello, Sei Personaggi in cerca d’Autore

(during the journey the compartment becomes 
a theatre with characters entering and de-

parting between one station to the next –
the “disembodied voice” of the conductor, 

barely audible, confused between languages…)
all the dialogue deleted.
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San Vitale, Ravenna

We abandon the weather for interiors – 
the ancient beggar at the chapel door
asleep, and up above, the burning bush,
Abel and Cain, the Four Evangelists.
As soon as the idea of a monument abates 
the place becomes unhinged. Flowers, 
angels, stars, peacocks – a whole
menagerie beamed down from space.
The woman with memento mori eyes, 
Dante’s nemesis, hangs there in its midst, 
enveloped in the kitsch of extinction. 
Hunger, love, life in all its usedness, 
unrenewable vows – slotted like coins 
to make the illusion gleam once more. 
But like the shadow dragging behind it, 
the circle is not yet closed. The mosaic
of traffic lights, signage, parked cars, 
is still there where we left it – a prosaic
ghost of future habitats, patiently
awaiting itself on a pixellated screen.
We move on, unsure of what we doubt 
or disbelieve or have seen. Channelled 
by the crowd-mind, nightly storefront 
silvered mannequins strung on angel wire: 
our little world flickers, begins to fade 
back into facsimile. The city under rain.
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Res Amissa
(for Ricardo Nirenberg)

The child with the bleeding rose, a son naturally – 
in the expropriated manner of a symbol, 
in its various forms and metamorphoses – 
hidden away so carefully we no longer recall
where and even what it is. Like the martyr’s 

jawbone, a piece of the true cross – barely a thing 
or the image of a thing – or an afterthought –
seized in the lens: a silhouetted man-child born 
mid-winter, hauled out by its right leg, seachanged, 
Icarus after two thousand years. In a harbour 

among the barges low at stern, the dredged effluent –
black-winged, like a stiffened bodybag with arms 
and legs jutting out, hands lopped, feet tied, 
the shattered groin’s recoil, some ancient 
vengeance killing. Elegiac smokestacks form 

a ruined portico against the sky, wound with 
rain-blanched acanthus: the ceremony done,
they’ll hose it off and make an oracle of it, 
twisted on its slab – a flawed copy, they decide – 
picking-over the implied motive and chronology. 

While from its stone lips’ gargoyle’s spout 
a guttering of vowels, consonants, empty registers – 
a scarecrow’s demented nonsense, all sodden plumage 
and mock moon: Spare no one! And the eyes –
when the world isn’t watching – begin to move.
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Preparations for Winter

A roof and walls remind that taxes and rent make sense
mostly in colder climates. Gathering-in the life-forces – 
bottles, jars, cured meats. Prescriptions of ersatz.

Morning for morning, necessity creates junk, given up
in pursuit of sameness. Art also has its morality.

Waiting at a pawnbroker’s window, a handful of 
teeth, glass eyes, a broken tympanum. Poems for 
autumn’s last days, in this our era of chronic remorse.

In dreams I struggle beneath some dying Minotaur
that will not give up the ghost. Another day of the
dry heaves, staring into well-springs of boredom.

Why punish ourselves with alternatives? The wound
between the dilemma’s horns beckons sex-like.

Though in the meantime, pretending to states of mind
that freely co-operate, you expect the worst.
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Rapallo

Everything appears 
in miniature – the first
logarithmic foothills. 

Before the mountains rise straight up. 
Outcropping late shadows 
from the plain.

The train from Livorno
to Rapallo where the treaty was signed – 
Cellini, 
sick to death with paradigms. 

Fingers move 
across the landscape
attentive as a Braille reader’s. 

About the arrival time, we were misinformed.
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Sonnet (Concerning Rachmaninov)

Concerning Rachmaninov and the failure to feel
steadily, to impose a continuous pattern – if
the mind’s inelegant machinery were a tapestry
of loose threads, a maniac’s laughter from behind 

the bathroom curtain, or sewing-machine music: 
sub specie aeternitatis. But is a philosophy of 
consciousness ipso facto a philosophy of objects? 
Envisage an horizon with hot-air balloons drifting 

over it like party hats on a pair of swimming dogs’ 
heads: Why two and not three? Why three and not 
none? We follow the abandoned garden path to see 
which contradiction it leads to. Did Seneca’s Thyestes 

make love beneath this tree, or a different tree, in the 
hidden grove as others came and went, passing on?
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Pyxis in the Form of a Pomegranate

Flared yellow thin-lipped supposedly silent.
Walls and ears, everything captioned.
In Alexandria, of the Copts, the crypts,
by chance, while excavating a telephone line.
The god called Nexus, first loined fruit 
let slip from the man-tree, womaning it.
It then becomes a matter of not – a between-
course, an aphrodisiac – night-air-permeable.
Rome fell before you knew it, a room
full of cloned statuary turned to retrospective
black and white: granite poems to the
enjambed loin, the charitable wolf-breast –
time’s heraldry. Below, a catacomb of little feet;
above, a large glass panel with nothing behind it.
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Domes at Houmt Souq 

Because the sea, anomalous, white –
flanged walls beneath a headpiece:
a stone idol, megaphone-eared,
listening to the bewildered landscape.

In the square asleep under eucalypts,
a hummocked mosque, sky like phenobarbital –
dusk and voices, the wailing god on its
pediment, chatter in doorways, the risen dead.

From the beach, you looked out onto a war.
Lightbulbs, shoes, cigarettes, clocks…
A garbage tin in conversation with a dog.
And the minarets like a Philip Guston cartoon.

Morning is a sheet out on a line, the eros 
between pages of a book left behind,
a cenacle of black ants enacting scenes
of departure among the flagstones.
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Tête de Femme
(for Ali Alizadeh)

An open window and morning out of doors
is a Bartók sonata with delivery vans and
dogs and pigeons in trees, the inevitable
end-of-the-world making background noise 
arranged in arches, domes, minarets.
A city’s alter-ego is crying into its drink 
like the woman you observe in a hotel window –
anxious hands create their own occasion.
But candour is a foreigner in time of war. 
Chance encounters without witness –
midday, a deserted terrace along the strand,
the sea’s elaborate mosaic – her face 
watching out of it in half-profile like a Roman 
concubine’s. And would you bleed for your 
own country? One word for any other word – 
ships pass north into a scenery that begins
where the sky ends. There are worlds, supposedly, 
much vaster. A one-thousand year ad-break.
Why seek what can’t be found? Behind 
every clock, under every stone – the noise 
of traffic coming closer, the sounded 
note, the hectoring voice. The restored relation. 
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El Kiteb (Letter to Isabelle)

Distant people I have loved, you
have loved. Mulled leaves
spread on the pavement, arthritic 
hands, the laughing darkness.
Chess players in the café.

Each here as I remember them
on an easel in the middle of a room,
a window onto the obligatory
familiar landscape, the logic
of clouds, this late grey afternoon.

Things, qualities, examples, a whole
museum of etceteras. To say 
how once we stood on a sandy path
on the shaded western side 
of a marabout’s dome – the sea 
like a cage asleep in the fronds
of a date palm, the belabouring sky…

In this letter I’m painting for you
there are no photographs –
here the line suggests a windowsill, 
and in place of that blemish in the 
corner of your eye, a red dipento 
on a handled yellow terra cotta jug.
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Le Kef  

The hand that
writes the fable.

The mouth in the
roof of the sky.

The wheatfield
of the ear’s rustling.

The heat from
the poet’s intestine.
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In Absentia
(i.m. Mahmoud Darwish)

You’ve prayed to the maker of circumstances,
but what shall we say that you know? 
Time swept over you, you were gathered up in it
particle-like, pieces of abraded sediment.
Your beginnings were angrier – a mother’s 
betrayal taught you cunning – you became 
the subtle younger brother, wanting your violence, 
like art, to be justifiable, a canvas of dark 
reckonings. Certain never to be called upon,
the fame of your adversaries was everything.

The form of the world grows inward and blurs. 
Stones in your eyes. Stones fall from a 
stone mouth. At Ramallah they’re feasting 
upon you, filling their stomachs –
the professionally bereaved, the legislators,
the fanatics. Beneath a heap of shattered 
masonry they’re burying you. You, the last of the 
public poets of unacclaimed nations – who 
taught them to bleed, to sing and sometimes to 
lie still. You too have ended by returning to them.

At the end you wrote: He who writes his story,
inherits the land of that story. But in this story
of absences, a border runs beneath everything.
It’s a threshold you’ll never get close to –
even in death all of the approaches are barred.
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Lazarine

Extradited again to the land-of-no-return like an extra 
on a matinee horror flick: Zombies Awake! 
The minor vocation played-out through no unshakable 
conviction or aptness to purpose. Perhaps we didn’t 
choose our circumstances, but can stupidity be survived? 

Stranded on a hillside in Gaza gulping at the hot sky, 
unable speak their language – the smell of 
rotting avocadoes under the avocado trees. 
A stranger asks why He isn’t dead anymore. Will Palestine
be free? The scriptwriter, in search 

of the just word, wanders aimless among a great many 
barefoot – quacks, peddlers, miracle healers – their wares, 
proof of entertainment’s debt to providence.
Or the fool on the hill working the crowd into a frenzy 
with that Groucho Marx routine and 

who cares if who laughs last won’t laugh forever? 
The dark rictus of a body showing us a diagram of its pain.
Always ready to blame the shoddy special-effects 
and flimsier rationale – men rising from the grave!
But the day after the fact was already one too many.
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Muse of the Western World

The moon shone white on the old machinery.
Weissburgunder in the dining car, while outside, 
under cover of darkness – Danzig before the fall, 
at the centre of its own Ptolemaic system.
All the bastards and orphans of history, 
passing remarks about a questionable 
family resemblance… The Eumenides? Nietzsche? 
This scenery might be a cracked brain ventricle – 
a fulcrum standing beneath the priorities. 

But the war ended, in a manner of speaking, 
only after. Everywhere the clocks, 
as if someone were keeping time for you – 
those penchants by which a soul survives: the late
years, clutching to an idea of a Garden in Delft,
Innsbruck, the rock of Lugano, like some
deeply felt enigma, setting out
through a drift mid-winter (damned if I know
what we’re going to discover). A two-mile

hemispherical dome upsidedown with tinsel inside.
Is this how you invent a monster?
Snowflakes settling on the eye, a child’s rhyme,
the withering chimes of a steeple teetering
in a field black with late October frost – some distant
intention to harmonise it all? And still the dog 
barking in kenneled sleep. Does it, too, dream
of digging under the tree for the message 
forgotten in the bottle, the provisions, the lost map?
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La Grande Salle 
(for André Topia)

Another room listening to voices.
Regard the dissection table – and there,
David’s anatomy of Marat…
Dome windows cast down
like morning iconoclasts –
the author of minds pacing in chiaroscuro,
as if the dilemma were a Greek chorus
mumbling its lines, unsure of itself:
the ambiguous setting, the untimeliness.
You picture Marat, dead in his bath –
a description not an action. 
Arraigned, after the fact:
the blackened grain of the floor,
the drape-cloth, quill, Charlotte Corday’s 
letter, some hidden-hand’s shadow
discolouring it. The dilemma turns, 
the way someone turns a corner. 
What’s justice? When’s time?
A room full of echoes, the last foot-fall, 
or a clock in its anti-historical mode 
lurching to inconclusion. Or it comes 
unstuck, runs backwards – the tepid
water grown hot, the clotted ink dissolving 
in its nib, the blade unsheathed
from the scabbed chest as the lung heaves in
again and again and again.
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Reverse Portrait of Degas

As pattern her body reads black on white. Depth-
of-field, a surface stiffened into crinoline.

The adduced right arm and torso of a dancer 
appear under rhetorical duress of backlighting.

Perhaps the artist is searching for himself. 
That old black funeral suit and photo apparat. 

But moving away from the picture gets us nowhere. 
Zeroing out of a succession of uniform parts

that permit no repertory of natural things –
restoring a body where the eye makes a hole you

merely look back through? Sometimes, the dancer 
seems to turn and confront her own image, moving

through a white shadow from negative to positive,
turning in a light that has no focus or point of view.
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The Balance of Happiness

Clean cold air at the window and children’s voices
in the hall. Far-away sounds. Spiralling back through drift
           to type it down, cold too in the bones, thinking
old Nemo’s arthritic claw, and you’ll end up like that
one day. Granted, as Dorn says, that men have a beautiful 
           oceanic sense of their predicament.
How long will we stick it out? Your letter arrives full of
quotations, reproving things justifiably forgot.
           An imperfectly devised choreography of pronouns
takes the place of that pure mythical and smoky atmosphere
we often talked about, planting and grafting, setting out 
           foundation stones. A box with tiers.
Ten years since, in grey-black Sunday best, two Veronese 
figures “feeling of inner need.” We lived, goaded on
           by an unlike likeness of what we are, no chance
to lie or re-elaborate. You were the proof. An idea shattered
and fragmented into form, pre-possessing us. Abraham 
           or Medea-like, mind or worldlessness.
Perhaps these are already the floating gardens of paradise,
rung around by walls and green water. Or else a form 
            of punishment? Dogs bark, there are voices. 
Falling down steps onto the cold street’s bony night-rubble.  
A picture of misintention patiently sketches itself 
           in a repetitive location of phrasing –
the dull rhythm of riding underground becomes 
a music moving within itself. Apocalyptic horses gallop 
           backwards past costumed folk singers. You’ve arrived 
at last! Doors open. It’s just the way you wanted it to be.
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Tür zum Nichts (after Ivan Blatný)
(for Anselm Berrigan)

The stillness so quiet here, decades pass
like spaceflight, naked and waiting.
I write down everything in notebooks –
mind a little too blank sometimes,
listening to dust settle on the inner eye.

Once there were machines to keep watch,
now left to our own devices, like beasts
in fairytales – metaphors of a child’s
wanting to be in the wrong, for the sake
of a punishment that proves all is as it 
should be. Old man in his counting house, 
keeping score, saying if you’re going 
to beat your brains out you want to
do it with a clear conscience? Holding
a broken safety valve in the palm-
at-the-end-of-the-mind, to communicate
telepathically with birds and mice.

Dimensions indicate width, depth, height.
Autumn, watching cut flowers die in
countless waiting room scenes with 
crossword puzzles and annoyingly pre-
recorded faces, the medicated soft-shoe 
shuffle of language groping towards cure
in white-walled confessional.
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Deduced by methods not yet known,
garbage trucks undo the secret arrangement 
of trash in the middle of the night.
Disturbances in ancient sedimentations.
Inert things grow more attentive, 
tv antennae, bracken, barbed wire.
Ghosts of cosmonauts float in the sky.
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Jídlo
(for Gwendolyn Albert)

Another April (fools’), cold sodden. Now we’re the 
same as everyone else, evolving bacteria-like
to future life on Mars colony. The little

               brown-suited man-woman in cardboard office
               touting voucher schemes. It rains (again).
               Why don’t they arrest us? Dead birds 

drop from windows like Habsburg angels on yr p.o.v.
The old people in my head shaking their heads in unison:
“The last committee they sent out never came back.”

               And there’s that little café Napoleon with
               shit-eating grin, talking up a soap opera – 
               how to fire big guns at invisible welfare menace.

Of course we all must cease being content:
               what good’s happiness, if it can be got for free?
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Camera Obscura
(for John Tranter)

Snapshot – Prague
afternoon.

Rain wld suggest 
pathos:

the instant’s 
antique provenance.

Here a Dvořák symphony 
fakes you.

Bookstore mannequins w/
glass eyes.

Behind them, anything.
Acetate.
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Three Testaments to Apollonius
(i.m. Czesław Miłosz)

 – No, I regret nothing. What was required of me 
is what I attempted: simplicity, always
simplicity. When we were children, who was to say
the Argonauts never stood beside the Vistula
preparing a sacrifice to their shrewd gods or scheming
to steal our national myth? We grew up
jealously behind city walls, imagining the erotic
pleasure of creation. The Greeks had raided
everything they could find: the mannerist prosody, 
the epic fatalism. Their school-masters
bullied us into becoming poets. We knew what
ethics was and did our duty. 

 – I always suspected your words which you call
silence. If the future exists, why should it listen
to our private misgivings? our furtive dialogues
with all those we could not love or save? our bad faith
at having been condemned in absentia by what
we could not write? War and occupation were our
normalcy. They bred their own language
that never could become your property, to be stuffed
in a book and goaded from time to time with
sentiment. Our childish gods were officially dead,
exposed to indifference, or sold-off for the sake
of a footnote to History.

 – Soon our sweet movie comes to an end. We rise
from the dead again and everything begins, 
exactly as it was meant to. It was enough to know
that someone must also have thrown the last stone,
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that images do not belong to words, that we
alone know what an horizon is. Life takes its toll.
A mechanical dog laughs and perhaps it is us
it is laughing at. An old grammarian with his 
mental puppet show, rehearsing the great show-
trials of the Slavic poets. One by one they’re
snuffing out the conjectures; on our heads they’re
reconstructing the old borders and checkpoints. 
Soon they won’t need to prohibit us.
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The Concert

taught to be patient, we expected otherwise – the conclusions,
unavoided, had the familiar stink about them. turned over 

by the old satraps – their land after all was made of paper,
drawn up over hock, brandy, schnapps. each of its four sides

had the shape of a box, flattened-out or viewed side-on – 
a square centred on the empty space of whatever surrounds it:

each line, speech or silence – these were occasions for expedience
to creep back in, in imitation of what isn’t there – an under-

studied catastrophe, or an “adjustment” in the stage directions,
indicating a dollhouse with its fourth wall missing. what

could be more otherworldly than this world with its window
on eternity? the same thing in the same place, each place

with its proper thing: the obscurity of fading light rescued us
from the grand morse code finale – the raised glasses – and pap.
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Without Further Prospects

The message has been sent. Branches
droop heavily against a window 
where the scratched frost resembles 
hair matting a winter vagina.

First the right hand stuck out above
the underwater head. Imagine
describing such a thing – a throat
behind a screen of its own noise.

The clock hands swim under clear glass 
one stroke at a time – regular as crystal 
iodine or bone-ash or ammonia. Ritual 
and sacrifice are nightly performed here.

Bare hips pressed to the wall – is any-
one listening? You don’t know. A code 
tapped-out on the steaming body 
to be satisfied by as little as a…

In one corner a Viennese piano lies in 
wait with all of its keys removed. Jaws
flex soundlessly in the dark. Trust no-one.
The shoes are in the box beside the door.
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Der Bodensee
(for Aleida Assmann)

And travelled south in the fourth month of that year 
across the Bodensee. The day drags on sententiously.
In mock quietus, as the rain. Falls. Alles fällt, ins Leer. 
Under grey light – the revulsion of specificities.

There’s a path that leads down to the lake between 
the graveyard and the white bell tower. To meet
another path, then another. The mountains one by one 
blackening their counter-image, could be amplitudes 
of a faulted argument. Believing a secret would unhinge
all this. The unobserved side, the covered ditch in the forest, 

a locked examination room belonging to the discreet 
hygiene of a mind convinced it knows more than it 
observes – the begat definition, the fog over the lake 
erasing it. The guard dog’s yawn that murders sleep.
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Our Last Thermopylae

The irony of situations is no salvation: lost on the road
to Bayreuth once, The Birth of Tragedy at an Autohof. 
Windows and trees squat under white shrines. 
It was their December. Mein Liebchen, we too began
as errata, unrepaired, confined to the missing page. 
An erasure by itself would’ve been a half-
measure, telling of what offends and yet goes on
offending, like an enslaved commonsense. 
Even if we do share the memory of a safe
oceanic feeling – silence, which is the mother
not handmaid of thought. But in all this
the telephone preceded us, more ancient than Troy. 
Nightly their voices arrived: Mesopotamia, 
the Persai, or that ill-fated diva singing Tosti’s Goodbye. 
Insects in amber. Incapable of saying a word, 
we lay unsleeping in the gasthaus’s last dark room. 
Behind curtains, like the side-view of a Grecian vase, 
people amused themselves. Then the whole scene 
turned to stone. “Hello,” they said. “Is anyone there?”
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A Melancholia of Coincidence 

Bit-parts, fill-ins – the last cigarette, the last
fix, last line. Who writes down?
Something present foreign ancient flux: 
words from the back of broken artefacts.
Unlearning their details. 
Rain in Alexanderplatz,
stone fruit in a stone basket. 

But what does seeing mean?
Leaves settle in air anticipating autumn, 
pages turn. A fly spinning on its back 
on a window-ledge, like a numberless roulette, 
comes to rest abruptly. 
And are not all metaphors abrupt? 
Slowing down the time-frame until its edge 

becomes visible. Or it sticks there. The effect 
could be permanent, the damage, immeasurable.
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A Report on Conditions

Eastward tapering to a massive shade, the voice 
remote, the hearer non-existent – unafraid
of anything – of life as it might be lived. 
Laughter drifts over the landscape, storm-clouds
pretending like us not to be serious.
The interim years’ adjournment. Did we omit, 
for instance, at Wittenberg, the comic circumspection
of the dog at Luther’s door? Giordano Bruno’s 
ghastly Shakespeare father? The real Jack Faust? 
Framed against the chiaroscuro, a woman
in cerulean, putting laundry on the line –
a harsh sureness, a reticence, a whisper –
the portraitist’s deft touch. Bedroom eyes.
She undresses you before a mirror like an
invisible subtext – the imaginary fox pursued by 
toothless hounds, ruining the scenery with the mere 
fact of itself. An over-sexed moral –
or the prettiness of flayed kitsch, there to correct you? 
The last word as spoke at the beginning.
Somewhere along the way the clouds 
began to perspire – becoming thought-balloons, 
full of outlandish punctuation.
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The Congress of Amsterdam
(for Jane)

We begin by doubting it exists –
     the erring to accumulate.
Depictions alternate around the zero
     sum – strained glass, a triptyched 
patina, wind sulking through 
     alleyways turned deaf by the sea.
A cross-section, a cross, a correction.
     Artlessly tipping the balance:
a light-error in Ghent, a bridge in 
     Innsbruck, the divagations of Konstanz.
You read the gesture that way 
     and only that way – playing bolero 
in a parabola of canal lights, heels 
     on flagstones, the great dome
inverted like the cosine of a sagged 
     breast, hooked finger and tattoo
of fingernails on windowpanes. 
     But what the artist designs bears no
relation to any of this. A shape
     forming at the back of the mind,
a single indeterminate note
     wavering, a wave, a woven image
out of streetmaps of foreign cities, 
     photographs in blacked-out rooms,
or the colluding plaything
     of an idea not meant to be looked at.
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Under Croagh Patrick

A field an embankment a mound of scree beside the exhumation site:
lavendergrey and yellowgreen like an illness stealing over it.
And the body lay in the house mostly succumbing
on the old bed dragged down from the room above the stairs –
of the old divided loyalties, so much clishmaclaver 
of crows, wasp hives. The penitential eye. To seek
virtue in internals as wrote Chun Tchi
and didn’t he say the whole night sky’s invented?

Under a low mist the mountain shrivels as the tide grovels down:
arc lights over the bay, shipyards factories foundries –
the inheaving and outheaving. A side of the world bulges
from its bearing. Fuse and ozone.
And can the land know nothing, remember nothing?
The axis of a voice revolving in darkness: The dead were dead,
the living lived – turned to a mystic puppet image of our enemies –
its dance more solemn yet less serious. History 

laughing in the face of morality. Something as common
as a stone, or a body, or a stone placed as upon a body.
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Imitations on a Theme
Non ego divitias patrum fructusque requiro quos  
tulit antiquo condita messis auo  
                                                   – Tibullus

Too ashamed to beg or even steal, you possess
all antique virtues – bolt upright in that ancient
wedding dress, the cut-out bridegroom, 
a pair of gloves in right hand, eye 
tilted towards Flanders. 1915: 
The thickening sky is not unbeautiful here…

Where did you bury them 
coming back from the dead?

But that house is long emptied.
Like a miscarried purpose you imagined it 
staying that way – all the inscrutable meanness –
or, the wind through the chimney: its voice,
your voice, you never did know when to shut up.
Did I say I miss you? I couldn’t. I never did.
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Versionary
(for Michael Platt)

In the summer – Santa Fe – and after, the fandangle 
chronicle of pioneer days (Anton as Dove, Sally 
as Mesquite, Winston as Jack Rabbit, me as Buffalo 
and Molly as applauder). 
                                      Come winter, we flew to 
Euclid, Aristotle’s Physics and Galileo – advancing 
the Seven Wonders towards completion (now a trice 
of what it was). We came back just in time 
to see our replacements – a lot of crashed buildings 
and naked statuary… 
                                       After Halloween (Sally 
chose to be the Statue of Liberty). In Fredericksburg 
come spring, to write and repair the biological 
clock – I stayed on ’til the bright leaves fell.
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La Poesie è Scala a Dio
(for Kevin Hart)

When the voice is found, then the right words are in the right order,  
the ladder descends and the steps are there…  
                                                       – Charles Wright

In Dublin you write “always someone else in the room
breathing the air.” What’s nostalgia but a climate
that keeps animals indoors half their diseased lives?
And so you must find your own way back through time
(which remains, even without quotation marks,
discouragingly abstract), saying the mind has only one 
immense hour. But of course, it was never this stifling 
in the old days. Did we lose something along the way?
The word “homely,” for example, which at times
has the ring of a tedious moralising discourse: statements 
about the world not adding-up, a state of being up-
rooted (this is how such a meditation might conclude).
Gazing drunk at the sky in a room with the plaster 
caved-in, and the sky in all its poignancy as if posing 
some eternal question: Mister, spare the change 
for a box of wine? Well if it isn’t one thing, it’s another.
Still I’d like to pause over these lines but the scene 
is closing, the edges frayed like a scrap of paper
let slip away into a lynchpin moment’s inattention…
How to get thoughts down without having to shoulder 
your way in? And if the paths that would lead me to say
respectively “no” and “yes” are not ones I could 
retrace at will? It would make a pretty picture alright.
Do you like it here? Will you find happiness?
O tempora! O mores! “It” is a threshold we never get 
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close to no matter how insistent – with a song in our 
heart-of-hearts, etcetera. And now you’ll want to tell me
there’s no sense splitting hairs over spilt milk, because
(you’re right, dear) the nights are long as the days
are cold, and the truth can’t be found just anywhere. 
Sometimes, when the clouds get that wispy hand-tinted
look about them, I wonder if you’ll grow to love me
in the end – though only the idea of such a moment can be 
summoned, keeping its distance and its measure, even – 
that needs to be awoken, “if the epiphany is to occur.”
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The Voice of the Whole Man

All was vague, cityscapes, nighttrains through 
abstracted inner suburbs. Measured with a cold 
surveillance eye, we clung to our emotional 
neutrality, among the tidewaiters, the harbour’s 
mutely inflected surface, the chiaroscuro 
in which sympathy and aversion mingle. 
Omission writes the poem that I’m unable to write. 
No time to catechise the witness, pressing a needle 
through eye and brain fog, all the contended
intimacies fixed there as upon a dissection table.
 
After the theatre, we toured the usual avenues
of escape. sometimes, too, we found a simple plastic 
reproduction, a mosaic of débris from a crashed 
higher world. This is what ideology can’t afford. 
With all the proximity of an obsession
night strips away to a single, naked anxiety.
In a flat and discontinuous landscape, the poet 
no longer understands what has moved him.
Stepping aside, already his place in the long line 
is taken. The circle closes and the crowd closes-in.
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Though in Any Event Nothing is Called to Mind

Once again you’re waiting for the unexpected – cloudburst
in a season of dried-up ecstasies. The clock stops
and then for no apparent reason starts up again. A blink 
of the surveillance camera. What’s left to doubt?
All through the war I used to watch the constellation called
Triangulum – fixing the meridian where ascent remains 
under altitude, the demarcations of a more human scale. 
The hours stack up like broken windowpanes – sky blue-black 
around the puncture hole, the disguised mouth, ear, 
parabola: they blossom forth, erogenous beneath the razor 
paring down to eye-white, as if, to make the possible actual 
were merely a turn of phrase gravitating in closed 
circles, insect-like, in a 40 watt halo. This miracle of 
conversion: ordered chaos rendering up its last vestiges 
of usefulness? For this and other unique offers please refer.
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The Demon of Inessentials

It was evening, the tribe had lit their fires 
on the edge of the territory. 
There were signals, codes, to be silent, 
wait, bide our time. But we, the little ones,
would sink the whole elastic world 
in prodigious gestures of insouciance – 
like a child in a sandbox 
pummelling its God into fragments, 
molecules, series of chemical 
transactions – unable not to imagine
a giant at the door, with its 
ragbag, a bodied tumulus, amorous for blame.

We struggle on, under the night’s big glow, 
returning the way we came, 
uncertain who stages these performances
for us. A face all cut with glass
behind a windowpane – words raving
in a wild infinity. The ritual lapses
into each of its parts, naked
before the assembled crowd. love,
they said, and be patient – staring 
into the vertiginous transparency of night, 
wide-eyed at the great wheel’s stillness.
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Not a Single Thing is Completed

Coldness meant vast flat spaces without vegetation, a metal 
cube or the too-complicated facet of an artlessly flawed jewel. 
Readings between the lines, at the plainness, air museum-dry. 
Winter brought dreams of effortless unencumbered flight 
across distant tundra. 
                                                    There where i place my finger: 
pain is not held in abeyance, to consist in a word or the absence 
of a word. A dull eye, an empty window, a stopped clock. 
Or time proceeds unhistorically to renew the conjecture 
in which a body’s secret kinship occurs. Costume dramas 
of love, guilt, reparation. 
                                                    Concluding from observation 
that nerve cells aren’t the sole agents of behaviour. 
The ordinariness of situations. Leading to the false note we feel 
entitled to conclude upon, preferring the noise of protestation.
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Allgone Shoe

Living in the allgone shoe, the five a.m. dustbin man,
the traffic light, the sermon on the mount, the rain and nothing new.
To you I’ve been that stone in a field you can’t walk around.
How many mothers does it take to make a man?
The ground under the feet and the feet under the ground.
Listen, something’s trying to tell us something –
Swing low, sweet… A penny’s too much.
Are these the ceremonial customs of an extinct race?
Blisters in your ears, sand between your toes,
and up all night, and all day, and the weather, and the sides
and angles in ratio, and time ain’t kind, time ain’t nothin’.
Oh my love, the sky trembles yellow. Oh my back, it’s broken. 
And those were the best, the golden, now only mouths unfed.
After all this, never asking, because already knowing.
There are stranger things than paradise.

                                                   Who who who goes the hoot of the owl
                                                   in the house in the allgone shoe.
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Use for Places Left Over after Planning  
& Construction

Repudiate the old sorrows. Laughter, rebuke. 
A catharsis of ratios, situations, pitfall of holding onto 
words-without-fault as though you were an ear. 
Tensing the uncertain August daylight: 
a brick building coursed by time-lapse shadows 
where the crowd reads the image of its situation. 
What are they condemned for? What are we 
acquitted for? No matter, it belonged to History. 
The unprivate interior nakedness
of an eyelid, slanting across an eye, a rent-
mouth, a plastic bouquet missing from the jar 
beneath the kitchen sink. Signs, like a thousand others, 
to be in accord with the time. Through it, 
the cause of things gave us our itinerary. 
Store-front reflections, the rush of pedestrian 
silhouettes, asphalt curbs, intersections. Dry goods 
hung from awnings limned against the sky. 
what difference is one more walker in the city? 
Rush hour faces out of the station. 
something they’re late for and already rain, already 
abiding, in the dark place where you listen: the voices 
dwindling, their faint, ingenious cadences.
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Sotades the Obscene of Maroneia

Nine o’clock and all the worst yet to come –
May Day parades, Saturday morning horrors.
Been living in mirrors as long as you have,
dear. What’s life but a stumbling palindrome
in a lead-suit aqualung? And you call that a man? 
Awake to another day’s ego-dissolving bliss,
I’ve condensed myself into a fraction 
between matter and no matter. Hours pass 
like rotten plumbing – the untolled village bell, 
the ass in its stable braying – a pair 
of all-night drunks earnestly at attention 
before the crux of their patriotic God, whistling 
while they urinate. How do you cross a line 
drawn in water? Jacques Cousteau 
of the depthless blank page – I am the whole 
of my own autism: the world on its axis, 
the poetaster’s wife, the perturbed length of a 
human pratfall as it drowns and breathes again 
and still drowns.
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Having travelled the old routes,  
the anxious ones

Having travelled the old routes, the anxious ones. 
Trains in the night, cold-water hotels and fit-up joints –
to arrive one day, three decades late, at a point of no 
return. Telling of borrowed crimes, passing-off 
little forgeries to gain time, pieces of notoriety among 
the inept, the credulous or beatific – for pity’s sake? 
Or one last desperate howling laugh into the dark? 
Seemingly you’ve become used to such scenarios, 
which are as dependable as a wallpaper’s repetitions, 
pulling us away from a room’s hard edges or that thing 
glimpsed through foiled glass, familiar yet maladroit 
as the hidden family idiot. A thing which conjures ideas 
of a world seen but not animated, existing there 
only to sour in the eye like a love even the most 
determined adversary is unable to claim without giving in. 
How it must all appear in the daylight of retrospect – 
waking from the sort of sleep that can’t ever be 
psychoanalysed – no forbidden pleasures, no island 
in the mist. Or hunched over a late breakfast of crusts 
and thin soup, superstitiously inhaling the vapours, 
as if to recover some disavowed intention to have once 
lived and acted otherwise.
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New Year’s Eve

She was naked with a basket of wormy fruit.
Out in the orchard
listening to the war.
How many times does it need to be said?
God gone got dead.
The world’s in my head.
What rhymes with chimpanzee and
welfare state and semaphore?
Waiting for an invitation because praying won’t work.
                                                    But I can sing
                                                    though I can’t dance.
                                                    And who needs evidence
                                                    to see the light
                                                    isn’t switched on?
Was that what went wrong?
                           Auld lang syne, my dear. Auld lang syne.
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Agreement

As a condition of publication, you hereby grant and assign 
to the Poem all right, title, and interest of whatever kind 
in your words, including copyright for the full term of all 
applicable copyright laws globally and elsewhere, including 
all causes of action, prior or future, relating to your words. 
In exchange for granting copyright to the Poem, you 
(the author) hereby receive a nonexclusive licence to 1.) 
photocopy or otherwise reproduce your words for private 
use, 2.) republish your words in revised or unrevised form 
in a book consisting entirely of your original work, and 
3.) republish your words in revised or unrevised form in 
any collection or anthology of which you are the editor. In 
exchange for this license, you agree that you will credit the 
Poem as the organ of first publication and acknowledge the 
Poem’s copyright of your words. The Poem, as copyright 
owner of your words, will have the right to 1.) publish your 
words in any medium, paper, electronic, and otherwise, 
2.) license abstracts, extracts, reprints, and translations of 
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your words for publication globally and elsewhere, 3.) grant 
nonexclusive licenses to third persons to photocopy or 
otherwise reproduce your words for educational purposes, 
and 4.) license other publishers to abstract, index, reprint, 
and otherwise reproduce your words in print, microform, 
electronic, or any other format, including but not limited 
to online databases and document-delivery services. You 
hereby represent and warrant to the Poem 1.) that you 
are the sole author(s) of your words, that they are entirely 
your original work, and that you have the power to enter 
into this agreement, 2.) that your words have not been 
previously published, in whole or in part, 3.) that you are 
not bound by another agreement to publish your words, 4.) 
that you have made all reasonable provisions to guarantee 
that your words are true, and 5.) that your words do not 
violate any known copyright, are not defamatory, and do 
not violate any right to privacy. Please sign and date this 
agreement and return the original copy.
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